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Abstract 
The thesis begins with a general discussion of the concept of love — a 
persistent topic in human history. One possible explanation for this 
phenomenon is that there is a pressing need in the human heart to search for an 
ideal counterpart, if not possible in life, in imagination. It seems to be true that 
men and women are biologically and inherently different Nevertheless, does 
such difference necessarily imply or justify inequality? Since the two sexes are 
not on an equal footing, conflicts and battles often arise, breaking the possible 
connection between them. 
Being frustrated by contemporaiy secular human relations, particularly 
that between men and women, D. H. Lawrence has explored new possibilities 
through his novels, and subsequently proposed a somewhat prophetic ideal of 
his own. He emphasizes both the psychological and spiritual dimension of 
human beings, and believes in the necessity to revive vitality in sexuality to 
reform the entire human race. He sheds light on the significance of an integral 
selfhood and its subsequent relation with otherness; and considers the ideal 
gender relation is one which is capable of embracing the apparent contrastive 
qualities simultaneously, which involves the acquisition of the fluidity of one's 
being without losing its independence. 
Furthermore, the Taoist teaching of yin-yang polarity is recurrently 
adopted during the course of discussion. It may be interesting to view the two 
seemingly variant constructs as parallels so as to complement and enhance the 
apprehension of Lawrence's works. This thesis aims at achieving some sort of 
response to and evaluation of the novelist's firmly=held belief in gender balance 
through an investigation of four selected texts, namely Sons and Lovers (1913), 
The Rainbow (1915), Women in Love (1920) and Lady Chatterley’s Lover 
(1929), as well as exploring the writer and his characters at different stages of 
intuition and knowledge in life. 
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論文提要 
本論文就兩性關係爲題，讓述二十世紀名小說家D. H .勞倫斯先生 
(18854 930)的四本著作，分別是兒子與情人(1913),虹（1915)，戀愛中 
的女人(1920)與查泰萊夫人的情人(1929) 0 
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1. Introduction 
Relationship is threefold. First, there is the relation to the living 
universe. Then comes the relation of man to woman. Then comes the 
relation of man to man. And each is a blood-relationship, not mere 
spirit or mind ... Sex is the great unifier. In its big, slower vibration it is 
the warmth of heart which makes people happy together, in 
togetliemess. 
(PLCL 356) 
Understanding Ourselves - A Time for Change 
Love has been a long-discussed topic and one of unfailing interest in 
human history. In both popular and classical cultures all over the world, people 
try to define and redefine the nature of love. Like the two Poles of the Earth, it 
seems that there is an unexplained but forceful lure between the two sexes. Very 
often we love a person, but simultaneously, there is a desire to quarrel and even 
hit him on the face. In their analysis of gender relations, Tavris and Wade opine 
that “the longest war" on earth is that fought between men and women] This 
implies the presence of mutual attraction between the sexes, but there is also an 
overt or hidden desire to subdue and even defeat the other. For various reasons, 
women have long been the losers of the gender war since they are the suppressed 
sex, deprived of the necessary power to fight, or they are so accustomed to the 
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manipulation that the idea of overthrowing the status quo simply does not come 
up to their minds. 
What is then the reason behind this phenomenon? People are divergent in 
their responses and explanations on the matter, some even suggest counter-
arguments quoting instances of female superiority like the well-known case of 
the Amazons. Despite the content of the argument, it is crystal clear that men and 
women are not on an equal footing. If man and woman are put on the two sides of 
a balance, either one is heavier than the other. This breaks the possible harmony 
between them; conflicts and battles therefore arise. It is not difficult to think that 
the solution to such problems is the achievement of the state of equilibrium. 
Nevertheless, one still has to admit that the acquisition of balance is not at all an 
easy thing to achieve. As a consequence, people are baffled，charmed and even 
annoyed by the paradoxical sentiment deep within our hearts. The relationships 
between men and women are therefore puzzling and paradoxical. One possible 
explanation is that there is a pressing need in the human heart to search for an 
ideal counterpart in life, if not in real life, in literature or other forms of art. 
Failure to do so will lead to frustration and even worse, the lethal desire to destroy 
every related or unrelated thing around us. 
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As almost everybody knows, the prerequisite of any love relationship is 
the involvement of at least two people, either from the opposite or the same sex. 
For the sake of simplification, my discussion will focus primarily on a 
relationship of two people, namely a man and a woman. Nevertheless, further 
clarification is required at this point. What I would like to emphasize is that the 
two people involved are not only biologically separate human beings, but also 
independent souls, each one unique. Since the beginning of the Century, 
Sigmund Freud has been posing his pioneering influence on people's 
interpretation and understanding of selfhood and otherness. Although Freudian 
concepts have long been adopted, reviewed and even criticized, one cannot deny 
their impact on later psychoanalytic evolvements. Traditional analysis tends to 
regard the self as the agent of action and the other as the object of passivity. After 
a hundred years, the latter is no longer passive and to be acted upon. In other 
words, the other should also be deemed as a subject by itself, and there should not 
be any differentiation into subjects and objects. This means that all selves are 
subjects having his/her own thoughts and free will of action, male and female 
alike. 
The formation and identification of the self is worthwhile, for the 
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differentiation of “1” from the mass is the first step towards the Lawrencian 
balance. T. H. Adamowski has a brief but suggestive comment on the idea of 
otherness. He says “no two bodies may occupy the same space at the same time" 
(quoted in Jackson & Squires 40). In fact, the quote not only pinpoints the spatial 
or temporal uniqueness of beings, but also the basic idea of the subjective self and 
other, that “I am unique，and therefore different from you." One has to 
acknowledge the fact that two people may be almost alike but it is impossible for 
them to be identically equivalent. This idea may seem easy to comprehend but in 
fact difficult to actualize. The discussion has to trace back then, to the time when 
one is bom, referring to the perplexingly entangled parent-child psychic 
relationship. 
At this point, Barbara Ann Schapiro's intersubjective approach is helpful 
in explaining the intricate formation of subjective selves. It is "intersubjective" 
because the interacting parties are all regarded as subjects, having their own 
authoritative thoughts and feelings, as well as the capability to act and influence 
others. This idea is to some degree different from the traditional subject-object 
relation. Accordingly, the mother is not only the nurturer to the infant, but also 
the first other that the child has to recognize. The child will eventually sense the 
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pressure of the presence of other subjects besides himself，while at the same time, 
discover his immovable connection with them. Failure of the male infant's 
m/other recognition process may lead to severe effects in the future relationship 
with other women. For the infant, the mother must be realized as the other rather 
than a part of himself in order to construct his own self image. Schapiro further 
adopts Donald Winnicott's concept of “object use" in order to consolidate her 
argument, referring to the beneficial experience of the infant to acknowledge the 
other as an independent and separate being apart from himself (8). This suggests 
that in the recognition process, the infant is required to assert himself genuinely 
as a separate entity, which requires him to psychically negate and even destroy 
the other first. The other who is supposed to be ruthlessly eliminated will 
eventually survive the subject's brutal assertion if she is potent and buoyant 
enough. Winnicott believes such "usage" of the object-other is necessary for the 
healthy evolution of the self. Failure to do so will lead to an impaired self and the 
subsequent problematic relation with the self as well as other females.2 From my 
perspective, Schapiro's theory is not only "intersubjective," but also 
"intrasubjective," since it deals with the psychic evolvements among individuals 
as well as within oneself. 
I 
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One can derive from Lawrence's novels that “subject” is often associated 
with terms like energy, initiation, mobility and action. Nevertheless, what will 
happen when subjects of divergent constructions meet each other? How will they 
interact with those who appear to be alike but at the same time, differ from them? 
These are questions that preoccupy not only the minds of various psychoanalysts, 
but also the particular novelist in interest — David Herbert Lawrence (1885-1930). 
The prominent query raised in his novels is probably how a person can relate 
properly with the others around him while being able to secure personal 
uniqueness and the freedom of autonomy simultaneously, so as to lead a 
genuinely vivid and meaningful existence. 
Being frustrated by contemporary human relations, particularly that 
between men and women, Lawrence has voiced the problem at its deepest root, 
explored new possibilities through his novels, and subsequently proposed a 
somewhat prophetic ideal of his own. He believes that modem men are sick and 
deformed in various aspects. Humans therefore fail to exemplify the imperative 
peculiarities of genuinely living individuals. Lawrence in his novels vividly 
depicts and endeavours to account for the failure of human relationships and in 
his later novels, tries to suggest a new kind of relationship between the two sexes 
I 
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and to a certain extent, among the same sex as well. In a sense, he has boldly 
disrupted the rigid boundary of beings and reconstructed them anew. Whether he 
is successful in his attempt or not, of course, invites further consideration. 
Tracing the Lawrencian conviction of balance between the two sexes, we need to 
focus on the formation of the in(ter)dependent male and female selves. Deeply 
fascinated by the intricate relationship between the two, Lawrence does believe 
in the necessity and significance of the revival of the vitality in sexuality to 
reform the entire human race. This essay aims at achieving some sort of response 
and evaluation of the novelist's proposal of gender balance through an 
investigation of four selected texts, namely Sons and Lovers (1913), The 
Rainbow (1915), Women in Love (1920) and Lady Chatterley，s Lover (1929), 
exploring the writer and his characters at different stages of intuition and 
knowledge in life. 
My discussion of gender balance will begin with Lawrence's third novel 
instead of the first since Sons and Lovers should be regarded as his real start. It is 
in this novel that he courageously spills out his inner dilemmas through the 
character Paul Morel, so as to achieve an emancipation from the psychological 
clutch of the mother. Gavriel Ben-Ephraim has put it well by saying that “in Sons 
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and Lovers Lawrence moved from an art of evasion to an art of confrontation" 
(84)/ Sons and Lovers should be regarded as an aesthetic victory, pinpointing 
vividly the ambiguous double identity of the man to the woman. This is really an 
overt attempt of the novelist to disentangle himself through the character Paul 
Morel Indeed, Lawrence's works consistently reflect his fervent wish to 
discover and relate properly to the real other in order to achieve meaning in life. 
Paul's initial failure and ultimate release is noteworthy as it brings forth the first 
criterion of the Lawrencian balance — an independent free self who is able to 
acknowledge the separateness of the other, so to speak. 
As demonstrated in Sons and Lovers, the over-dominant female self (as 
represented by Gertrude) hinders the growth of Paul as an individual. It seems 
that Paul remains psychologically the infant, despite the very fact that he is 
physically approaching manhood towards the end of the novel. The ending opens 
to various interpretations, but I will suggest that Paul has achieved some sort of 
independence from the Mother. “Mother” is capitalized to suggest not only the 
physical mother, but also the image of a mother figure, symbolizing qualities like 
nourishment, kindness, forgiveness and above all, inviolability. In Paul's eyes, 
every woman he encounters becomes the embodiment of the Mother, cumulating 
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into the notion of Magna Mater^ later in Clara Dawes. This is the forceful proof 
of his inability to recognize both the maleness in himself and the female other. 
However, the novel should be claimed as the preliminary success for Lawrence 
the man as well as Paul the artistic hero, since such release of the self has a crucial 
impact on the subsequent Lawrencian novels. The independence of Paul Morel 
has paved the way for his succeeding male heroes to continue the quest for the 
ideal balance with the other. 
After the successful acquisition of the autonomous self, the next step is to 
search for the relating other. Lawrence has a fascinating depiction of the 
balancing state in the next novel in interest 一 The Rainbow, giving the readers a 
taste of the mystic arena. The discussion will begin with the first of the three 
generations of the novel — the Lydia and Tom Brangwen pair. To a certain extent, 
Walter Morel and Brangwen are similar in the sense that both men are passionate 
and simple, while the women are reserved and detached. Nevertheless, unlike 
Morel in Sons and Lovers, Brangwen is the earthly figure who is portrayed as a 
stronger and more initiative figure. Lydia and Tom Brangwen, through their 
creative relationship, are able to transcend their inherent differences and achieve 
moments of Lawrencian parity. 
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The next two pairs are not as lucky as their predecessors. They 
demonstrate the two extremes of failing associations — alienation and annihilation. 
Anna and Will Brangwen, because of their unwillingness to receive the other, 
eventually become strangers heading for variant directions in life. For Ursula 
and Anton Skrebensky, the latter in fact possesses severe deficiencies in his very 
being. This presupposes that he has already been prevented from entering the 
balancing state. Consequently, he is destined to be dissolved by the gorgeous 
woman since he is not the one for her. Ursula is going to continue her search for 
the potent male other in the subsequent novel. 
Lawrence tries to present literally a new kind of association between the 
two sexes in Women in Love. In this novel, Lawrence has literally depicted his 
ideal of mystic polarity between male and female. It may also be paradoxical to 
discover that the crux of Lawrence's conviction of gender balance is actually not 
gendered. The Gudrun-Gerald pair sets as counterpart against the Ursula-Birkin 
pair, demonstrating the two extremes of relation, with the former heading to 
fatalistic destruction and the latter to vibrant existence. Emphasis will be put on 
the successful pair as their experience embodies the novelist's immovable 
conviction of proper relation. One notable feature of Lawrence's balance is the 
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tendency to embrace contradictory paradoxes and ambiguities, which is 
comparatively easier to realize verbally than physically (as demonstrated by 
Birkin and Ursula). 
Apparently, Ursula and Birkin have achieved some sort of balance 
towards the end of the novel. His argument is that man, being the possessor of the 
phallus, should have the key to the mystery and woman has to follow. Does this 
imply gender inequality or the destined female subjection to male? From my 
perspective, it is not necessarily the case. Nonetheless, I do believe that the 
balance is not actually realized until Lady Chatterley�s Lover. Nevertheless, 
some questions are left unresolved. For instance, the novel ends in disagreement 
between Urusla and Birkin, which is crucial to the readers' understanding and 
apprehension of the proposed idea of gender equilibrium. One also has to clear 
the potential homosexual tinge between the two males before he can achieve a 
rightful comprehension of Lawrence's belief. 
The fact that Lady Chatterley ’s Lover is Lawrence's last piece of work 
implies that it should contain the essence of his philosophy and the final 
revelation of his quest towards the gender balance he proposes throughout his 
works. Discussion of the novel will be made with regard to the triangular 
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relationship between Constance, her husband Clifford and the gamekeeper 
Mellors. Emphasis will be put on the representation of the heroine in relation to 
the two heroes, to see if the exotic balance suggested in Women in Love can be 
actually realized in Lawrence's last novel. In Lady Chatterley，s Lover, Lawrence 
endeavours to put words into practice so as to release the body through action. 
He reinforces and demonstrates the attainment of gender balance through phallic 
marriage, an idea raised but not yet accomplished in Women in Love. 
Echoes from Tao 
One of the gratifying discoveries that I have made is the instances of 
coincidental similarity between Lawrence's and the Taoist conception of gender 
balance. It happens that when I was sketching the essential prerequisites of the 
Lawrencian balance, I found myself drawing a diagram very similar to the Taoist 
emblem Tai Chi (太極）-the Great Ultimate. As a reader of Chinese heritage, I 
find the Lawrencian mystic balance similar to the Taoist one, which is also based 
on the idea of binary opposites, duality, containment and ultimate oneness. It 
may therefore be interesting to conduct a comparison between the two. It is 
notable that the Taoist principle oiym (陰）dindyang (陽）is one of polarity, not of 
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opposition or conflict. Taoists believe the world is regulated and generated by the 
two basic forces. Accordingly, ym mdyang “are different aspects of one and the 
same system, and that the disappearance of either one of them would be the 
disappearance of the system" (Watts 20). It is interesting enough that Lawrence 
possesses a similar intuition with the Taoist by suggesting that man and woman 
should not be mingled but polarized. This is echoed in many of his short stories, 
and fully elaborated in Women in Love. His extensive use of the stellar imagery 
in Women in Love does suggest a lot. Lawrence believes the mutually destructive 
hostility between couples and the subsequent failures of relationship are the 
result of either opposing or commingling beings. 
In fact, the yin-yang principle refers not solely to the individual men and 
women. Instead, it refers generally to the elements in the universe, which j/m and 
yang are the two poles of cosmic energy. In this sense, they can refer to almost 
everything in the universe, like "the masculine and the feminine, the firm and the 
yielding, the strong and the weak, the light and the dark, the rising and the falling, 
heaven and earth" (Watts 21). Male and female, being one of the divisions of the 
yin-yang forces, are therefore an intrinsic part of the system which cannot be 
removed. The essence of the Taoist balance is not to eliminate one for the 
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prosperity of the other, but to keep the two in balance as the cancellation of either 
one force indicates the necessary collapse of the entire system. One has to 
discover and respond to the cosmic rhythm because he actually belongs to it, or 
better say, he is IT. In Women in Love, there is a depiction of the intricate union of 
man and nature. 
There was this perfect cool loneliness, so lovely and fresh and 
unexplored, Reallv what a mistake he [Birkin] had made, 
thinking he wanted people, thinking he wanted a woman. He 
did not want a woman — not in the least. (WIL 129) 
Since nature is the only unspoiled expression of mystery at the heart of universe, 
it is therefore regarded as the regenerating pool of human vitality. Lawrence 
expresses his aversion of traditional gender relationship which is clutching and 
deadly. In other words, it is imtrue to suggest that he does not want a woman, but 
wants a woman in another way. 
It is then easier to understand the inhuman element in the Lawrencian 
balance, for one is no longer an individual man or a woman but an integrated part 
of the universe. Realizing oneself and the universe are one and the same process 
is what the Tao (道）means. Nevertheless, this involves the negation of the 
individual self, which is established with much effort. Cultivation of the basic 
faith in the system involves trusting the system and this induces risk, and 
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Lawrence has also raised a similar point. Before a couple can reach the state of 
eternal balance, they have to cast off their egos, and put their entire trust in the 
potency of the other, believing that one will definitely secure a fluid self in 
reaching the other in sheer nakedness of being. The process is difficult and risky 
as it is possible that he/she may lose the self altogether without acquiring the new 
one if the other fails him/her. This all depends on the person's discretion, for one 
is free to choose whether to take or avoid the specific risk, but according to 
Lawrence, one will definitely lose much more if he decides to withhold. It is 
believed that risk is not utterly undesirable, because it indeed possesses two 
corresponding facets - either to win or to lose. Actually, there is no such thing 
called “risk’, in the Lawrencian balance since the novelist is firmly convinced that 
it is an unlosable game, once one is willing and able to put forward the initiating 
step. 
It is also important to note that despite the apparent dualism of polarity, 
the yin-yang principle in fact presents an underlying unity of oneness. As 
represented by the Tai Chi emblem [Refer to Appendix I], the polarized yin and 
！ yang reside within the circle of oneness wu chi (無極with either force having 




"There is no male wholly without feminine characteristics and no female without 
its masculine attributes," as Jean Cooper observes, "otherwise the dualities would 
forever remain in watertight compartments and the whole power of interaction be 
lost" (30). This indicates the paradoxical kinship that yin and yang are both 
exclusive and inclusive. It is at this stage that the two sexes demonstrate the 
genuine meaning of perfect polarity and harmony represented by the Tao, that. 
The man is pure man, the woman pure woman, they are perfectly 
polarized. But there is no longer any of the horrible merging, 
mingling self-abnegation of love. There is only the pure duality 
of polarization, each one free from any contamination of the other. 
In each, the individual is primal, sex is subordinate, but perfectly 
polarized. Each has a single, separate being, with its own laws. 
The man has his pure freedom, the woman hers. Each 
acknowledges the perfection of the polarized sex=circiiit. Each 
admits the different nature in the other. (WIL 233) 
Watts further points out that the double helix can suggest "spiral galaxies" as well 
as "sexual communication" (26), because it is where the two forces touch the 
other and at the same time, without ever violating the sovereignty of each. This, 
again, imitates Lawrence's persistent supposition that sex is the bridge, the 
unifier of the sexes in variance. 
Additionally, Lawrence unwaveringly believes that if the two sexes can 
achieve the purported balance, a new world will be bom. Quoting his own words. 
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“there is now to come the new day, when we are beings each of us, fulfilled in 
difference" (WIL 233). This supposition interestingly coincides with the Taoist 
cyclic vision of creation, that "the natural Tao is calm, so heaven, earth, and 
myriad beings are bom. The Tao of heaven and earth is penetrating, so yin and 
yang prevail. Yin and yang push each other onward, and myriad changes go 
along” (Cleary 237). The "myriad changes" actually refer to the interaction and 
alternation of the five elements — wu hsing (五行)，which is an extension of the 
yin-yang principle. The five elements are namely, wood (木(火)，ear th (土)， 
metal (金)and water (水)，which follow the principles of “mutual arising (才目生)” 
and "mutual conquest (牛目勝),’ (Watts 33). ^ It is through the interaction and 
alteration of the five forces that the world is created, decimated and hence 
rejuvenated. These forces are so inseparable and interdependent that none can 
exist without the others, which is similar to the relationship between少/力 mdyang. 
Lawrence would like to propose a simplification of the "myriad changes" to the 
utmost root of creation, where the entire human race can be fundamentally 
revived. 
Another question is that one should not disagree that men and women are 




etc., but the two are absolutely unequal since the beginning of the world. 
Females have been long considered the inferior or subordinate sex, while males 
are masters and decision makers. Some will regard woman as complementary to 
man, but still, this indicates the major-minor relationship. The point that I would 
like to make is that sex difference does not unavoidably imply the inferiority-
superiority relation. One cannot deny that such differentiation of the sexes does 
involve numerous political, social and religious rationales. At the beginning of 
the 21 St Century, one should adopt a more open mind on the gender question - that 
men and women are intrinsically different, but integral. For instance, there is a 
biblical reference that Eve is created from a rib of Adam; does this necessarily 
mean that women are subsidiary to men? Or this can be treated as a forceful 
illustration that men and women are just different halves of the same species, and 
the two are so inseparable that one day they should come to some sort of 
realization that they are from the same origin (both are created from the soil, for 
instance) because this is simply their destiny just as Taoism has suggested? These 
are the questions that I would like to answer in this thesis. 
In brief, the thesis will investigate the journey of Lawrence's characters 
towards maturity, both within themselves and in their relation with other subjects. 
I 
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It is amazing that the novelist，being bound by his own biological constitution, 
can achieve such a penetrating and thorough understanding of the other sex. As a 
novelist faithful to himself, he endeavours to put his beliefs, and even his 
personal dilemmas into the form of art, since he conceives this as the rightful 
thing to do, both as a man and as a writer. With their profuse vigor and immense 
beauty, Lawrence's novels break the traditional conception of women as passive 
objects under the male gaze. It is when man and woman can become genuinely 
real and alive that there is hope for the balance to be accomplished and properly 
maintained. This involves not just the art to sustain the harmony between the 
sexes, but more specifically, to uphold the essential tension between the two. As 
the generation of the new millennium, we are still fascinated, bewildered and 
even agonized by the notion of love. Some believe love is creative, sacrificial 
and all-powerful, while others regard it as possessive, destructive and even 
deadly. Perhaps one can find a satisfactory answer in the works of Lawrence. 
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n. Sons and Lovers (1913): The Release 
One sheds one's sicknesses in books — repeats and presents again one's 
emotions, to be master of them. 
(Letters 58) 
One cannot deny that Sons and Lovers is to a large extent 
autobiographical. In this sense, the study of the work cannot be separated from 
the personal life of the novelist. Probably out of the author's expectation, the 
novel has developed from “a restrained, somewhat impersonal novel” (Collected 
Letters 67) to an immensely disturbing and personalized one, penetrating into the 
novelist's deepest knot in life. The work introduces the first prerequisite to the 
mystic state — the need for a non-depending selfhood. This refers not only to the 
acquisition of physical independence from the manipulation of others, but also 
the psychical freedom of being. Without doubt, Paul Morel has suffered 
throughout the novel，since he has lost his mother, and missed priceless chances 
to grasp his female counterpart. Nevertheless, these pangs have hastened Paul's 
steps towards mature manhood. 
To Lawrence himself，Sons and Lovers is just like one of the crucial but 




and Lovers] is slow, like growth" (Letters 38). In the process of growth, people 
do alter during interaction with the circumstances and encounters in specific 
moments of life, and everyone's knowledge acquired is unusual In other words. 
Sons and Lovers must be written in this way since it was essential for the 
emergence of Lawrence both as a writer, and above all, as a man in his own right. 
Tracing the novelist's own autobiography, it is not difficult to discover that Paul 
Morel, to a certain extent, is Lawrence's own projection. Therefore, it must be 
noted that Lawrence's personal experience is implicit in my discussion of Sons 
and Lovers. Nevertheless, the novel should be viewed with relative 
independence as a work of art，and Paul, although being the mirror of his creator, 
should be allowed to speak for himself as the male protagonist of the novel. 
Intermingled Bond with the Mother 
This has been a kind of bond between me and my mother. We have 
loved each other，almost with a husband and wife love, as well as filial 
and maternal. We know each other by instinct. 
(Letters 7 / 
Sons and Lovers unfolds with the initial attraction and ultimate repulsion 
between the Morel couple. The portrayal of their relationship is worth noticing as 
I 
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it affects the development of Paul and sheds light on later Lawrencian couples. 
Actually, their immense mutual appeal springs from sheer differences of being. 
For instance. Morel is the embodiment of redness, symbolizing the passionate 
life force. 
He [Morel] was well-set-up, erect and very smart. He had wavy, 
black hair that shone again, and a vigorous black beard that had 
never been shaved. His cheeks were ruddy, and his red, moist 
mouth was noticeable because he laughed so often and so heartily. 
He had that rare thing, a rich, ringing laugh .. .He was so full of 
colour and animation ... This man's [humour] was different: soft, 
non-intellectual, warm, a kind of gambollin. (SL 17) 
As Morel's opposite, Gertrude is constantly associated with whiteness - the 
puritan intellectuality and physical restraint. 
She [Gertrude] herself was opposite. She had a curious, receptive 
mind ... She loved ideas, and was considered very intellectual... 
In her person, she was rather small and delicate, with a large brow， 
and dropping bunches of brown silk curls. Her blue eyes were 
very straight, honest and searching ... She was still perfectly 
intact, deeply religious, and full of beautiful candour …she was a 
puritan, like her father, high-minded, and really stem. (SL 17， 
18)8 
The union of individuals with differing constructs is deemed as the ideal pairing 
of couples; and the attraction resulting from such variances in beings may 
originate from the lack within the self, since it is natural for one to search for 
compensation and completion from others. Their union should be promising 
. 
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since they fulfil the Lawrencian criterion of otherness, since they can act as the 
complement to each other's being in order to widen their horizon as distinct 
individuals. Like the two halves of the Tai Chi emblem, both male and female are 
indispensable elements for the completion of the entire whole, with each bearing 
certain qualities of the other, either being exhibited as one of the character traits 
or repressed within the subconscious. 
From Lawrence's subsequent novels, however, it is not difficult to 
discover the fact that the novelist actually upholds the innate qualities of Morel 
rather than those of Gertrude, as the father stands for Lawrence's immovable 
trust in the vitality of being and "the dusky, golden softness of [the] sensuous 
flame of life" (SL 18).^  In fact, every character who is able to obtain a glimpse of 
the mystic balance possesses that particular golden flame of life, which is a 
valuable inherent quality not contaminated by worldly decadence, and cannot be 
acquired through any outside means. This implies that the entrance to the mystic 
balance is virtually selective. Those who fail to own such virtues can never have 
the way. In the last novel, it is revealed that the preservation and maintenance of 
the precious flame of life is foremost to sustain the balancing relationship. 







terrible void in Gertrude's being. Her puritan upbringing, the complicated sense 
of inferiority and pride, economic instability, alienation from neighbourhood and 
a distrustful husband constitutes her fervent wish for solidity in life. She tries to 
grasp Morel, making him fulfil his duties as a husband and father. His resistance 
and ultimate inadequacy hurts her to an intolerable extent. He responds with 
brutality and drunkenness in return. The psychological battle between them 
gradually evolves into a physical one. Their failure to comprehend and tolerate 
the differences of an alienating being and to relate properly eventually leads to 
the immovable will to shatter the other, 
There began a battle between the husband and wife, a fearful, 
bloody battle that ended only with the death of one. She fought to 
make him undertake his own responsibilities, to make him fulfil 
his obligations. But he was too different from her. His nature was 
purely sensuous, and she strove to make him moral, religious. 
(SL 22) 
A Taoist would explain such imbalance by saying that “resistance creates two 
yang effects, which produces imbalance, collision or destruction; yielding 
introduces the yin power which neutralizes the yang tendency to excess of force 
and so avoids conflict" (J. Cooper 132). Obvious is their failure in the relation, 
since neither of the two opposing beings are willing to yield. Actually, there are 
no signs that they have ever tried to save the relationship at all 一 what is 
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displayed is just mutual belittlement and lifelong torture. One reason for their 
failure is that they are so utterly different that indeed nothing can be done to alter 
the unchangeable. Indeed, the inability to recognize and tolerate the different 
other is the typical reason of failure for many Lawrencian couples, which leads to 
the eventual lethal desire to annihilate the other self. The first generation is 
therefore a miserable failure，leaving considerable aftermath to the younger 
generation. 
Barbara Schapiro adopts a psychoanalytic approach saying that the “lack 
of faith in the mother's independent reality and the concomitant sense of one's 
own insubstantiality or hollowness constitute the core problem of Paul" (23). 
The portrayal of Gertrude is not as simple but bafflingly paradoxical — she is at 
once extremely vulnerable and devouring; that is, beneath the apparent veil of the 
devouring and all-powerful mother image is an helplessly impaired female self. 
The weak maternal subjectivity is disastrous to both sexes. For the male infant, 
he is unable to recognize a counterpart of equal potency and substantiality. In 
other words, he fails to find the real other. Should he fails in the first attempt in 
his life，he will never be able to identify himself as a separate being from the 
maternal image. The boy is afraid that he will shatter the fragile mother (whom 
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he passionately depends upon) if he brutally asserts himself, which is a necessary 
self-identification process according to Winnicott's concept of "object use’，？o 
Gertrude's bitter and painful existence infects the children (especially the boys) 
to their deepest consciousness. What is presented to us as well as to the Morel 
children is a bitter and disillusioned mother with no hope for herself in life. As a 
woman, Gertrude has failed in her perpetual torturing marriage with her husband. 
Since her role as a wife is doomed, only the position of a mother remains. She 
must fight hard for this role or she will become a nothingness in life. She 
therefore begins to divert her sensibilities, gradually and probably unknowingly, 
to her children, especially the sons — first the elder William, then Paul. Despite 
the internal turmoil endured, Gertrude, on the surface, remains the patient mother 
waiting for her children to grow up. 
The world seemed a dreary place, where nothing else would 
happen for her [Gertrude] — at least until William grew up. But 
for herself, nothing but this dreary endurance - till the children 
grew up. (SL 13) 
Unlike Morel, who is a complete alien to her, the sons have at least inherited 
some qualities from her. It is then understandable that the sons are extremely 
sympathetic to the distressful encounters of the mother and they respond to her 
doubtless because of the intimate blood tie. They are sons to the mother, and at 
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the same time，lovers to the woman. Especially after William's death, Paul has 
become Gertrude's savior. Being disillusioned by almost every man in her life 
(Morel, William and to a lesser extent, John Field), Gertrude must not lose the 
last hope — Paul. 
The especially strong Oedipal tide between the son and the mother is 
easily noticeable throughout the work. Before Paul, William already acts like a 
lover to his mother. For instance, everything he does is for her, he gives her little 
tokens like love gifts which the mother gaily receives like a sweetheart, and his 
mood varies according to the disposition of the mother. For Paul, the situation is 
even worse. Frankly speaking, he has no individual self. When he is still an 
infant within the mother's womb, he and Gertrude are already welded into one. 
She did not know what she thought. Except for a slight feeling 
of sickness, and her consciousness in the child, her self melted 
out like scent into the shiny, pale air. After a time, the child too 
melted with her in the mixing-pot of moonlight, and she rested 
with the hills and lilies and houses, all swum together in a kind 
of swoon. (SL 34) 
The very truth that the son is on the maternal side is simply due to the intimate 
blood tide, as exemplified by Paul, who is compelled to take sides even before his 
birth. Before he is bom, Paul is already exceptionally sensitive to the emotions 
of the mother. The unconscious melting of the mother and son into oneness 
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marks the beginning of the inseparable Oedipal tide between Gertrude and Paul. 
Paul's sensitivity and keen concern for the others (especially the mother) 
constitutes the loss of the self since he has over-identified himself with another 
individual, which proves to be the mother in this novel. They are intimate to the 
extent that "the two [Gertrude and Paul] shared lives" (SL 142). This is 
originally not a bad thing. Nevertheless, such relations may be potentially 
devastating for two impaired beings. As mother and son, they must be separated 
some day. Paul's recurring desire to live forever with the mother is therefore 
hopelessly illusionary. 
His ambition, as far as this world's gear went, was quietly to earn 
his thirty or thirty-five shillings a week, somewhere near home, 
and then, when his father died, have a cottage with his mother， 
paint and go out as he liked, and live happy ever after. (SL 114) 
We pain for the mother's ruined life as well as the naive folly of the son. Paul 
cannot remain solely as the mother's son. He must find his true self, encounter 
other women, and become an accomplished man in his own right. However, it is 
especially difficult in Paul's case. 
Paul understands his mother's agonies too well that he suffers with her 
too. He abhors his father and does not want to become “him” - he dares not exert 
any additional harm on Gertrude. Because of this inherent fear, he has to create a 
I 
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powerful mother as a means of self-preservation. Nevertheless, the all-powerful 
mother can only be realized in his fantasies. For Paul's case, the inability to 
acknowledge the mother as a separate being foretells the future failure in relation 
to his potential mates. I am not suggesting that Paul is abnormal in any sense, 
only that his psychic maturation journey is incomplete, coming to a standstill at 
the oedipal stage without approaching forward to manhood. As a result, 
Gertrude remains paradoxically at once fearlessly omnipotent and timidly fragile 
in the son's eyes. In other words, she is powerful only because she is powerless. 
It sounds fake but true. 
Failure of Relation 一 Women as Resemblances of the Mother 
Nobody can have the soul of me. My mother has had it, and nobody 
can have it again. 
(Letters 8) 
Paul's failure to achieve a separate identity from the mother hampers his 
relationship with women. It is true that Paul finds himself safer and more at ease 
among the companion of women in his youthful days, as depicted in his early 
working life at Jordan's. One should, however, note that Paul always occupies 
the position of a fond little boy. When he begins to discover that women can be 
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more than friends, problems begin to arise. He finds his mother's shadow in 
every woman he is trying to relate to. Miriam Leivers is one of the lucid 
instances, who is being presented as a girl so much the replica of Gertrude. In the 
mother's words. 
She [Miriam] is one of those who will want to suck a man's soul 
out till he has none of his own left ... and he [Paul] is just such a 
baby as to let himself be absorbed. She will never let him become 
a man, she never will. (SL 196) 
It is notable that Gertrude is intuitive enough to acknowledge that Paul is just like 
a baby of no independent will, who is prone to be manipulated (but not 
recognized) by others, especially women. Coincidentally, her comments on 
Miriam's nature are at the same time, a perfect reflection of herself. Such 
alikeness leads to the ultimate battle of the two women for the man's soul. 
Paul is helplessly attracted to a woman resembling his mother. Miriam 
gradually becomes the substitute of Gertrude. In other words, Miriam becomes 
Paul's target of wish fulfillment, as he tries to fulfil himself in Miriam by doing 
things that are prohibited with Gertrude. Nevertheless, when he endeavours to 
assert his manhood against her, he suddenly discovers she is as fragile as his 
mother that he winces. Moreover, he faintly perceives that such a union with "the 
mother" is what he desires, but is direly erroneous. This is exemplified in the 
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scene when Paul is frenetically frustrated when he sees Miriam holding her 
younger brother tight trying to kiss him. 
What do you make such a fuss for!，，cried Paul, all in suffering 
because of her extreme emotion. “Why can't you be ordinary 
with him [Miriam's brother]? (SL 184) 
Paul agonizes himself so much because he unknowingly projects himself as the 
helpless little boy struggling hard to free himself from the maternal clutch. 
(Miriam can be seen as the mother figure since besides being the twin image of 
Gertrude，she also takes care of the Leivers family.) This helps to explain why 
Paul can only efficiently undertake the roles of a teacher, a friend but not a lover, 
since Paul obliviously discerns that a love relationship is explicitly not possible 
between him and the Mother. Nevertheless, is the full picture as simple as it 
appears to be? 
Critics like Ben-Ephraim point out the unfair representation of Miriam as 
a projection of male fantasy, as Miriam is framed within Paul's distorted vision. 
With regard to Miriam's upbringing - the relative isolation from male influence 
like the father and brothers, bom a farm girl confined in the pastoral world, and 
the penetrating influence of Mrs. Leivers, ^ ^ it is understandable that she becomes 




beyond doubt that Miriam should be extremely shy and introvert. Nevertheless, 
one should not neglect Miriam's, though timid, and to a certain extent, futile 
efforts to overcome her stubborn inhibitions to reach Paul, 
He [Paul] waited grimly, and watched. At last Miriam let the bird 
peck from her hand. She gave a little cry, fear, and pain because 
of fear, rather pathetic. But she had done it, and she did it again. 
(SL 157) 
It is crystalline that Paul is the one who can release Miriam's intense personal 
reserves. Miriam, though terribly frightened of admitting the encroachment of an 
essential force against her intact being, gradually begins to put her faith in the 
other and endeavours to give herself to Paul. (This scene is echoed in Lady 
Chatterley ’s Lover when Constance is trying to touch Mellor's hen, implying her 
eagerness to be connected with the vital life force). Their union is not utterly 
impossible if Paul is eager and able to be Miriam's guide in life. However, Paul 
is overwhelmed by the very fact that he is his mother's son, a bond which is 
destined and eternal. This prevents him from any "unfaithful" act against his 
mother because "she [Gertrude] loved him [Paul] first, he loved her first" (SL 
262). He is trapped between remaining faithful to the mother and the craving to 
approach other women. He fails to offer his love to Miriam not because he does 
not want to, but simply he cannot — he can offer no complete self to Miriam, 
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He [Paul] was mad to comfort her [Miriam] and kiss her. But then 
he dared not - or could not. There was something prevented him 
(SL 227) and 
He only knew she loved him. He was afraid of her love for him. 
It was too good for him, and he was inadequate. His own love was 
at fault, not hers. (SL 247) 
Hence, Paul pitilessly denies Miriam as a potential mate for him since the Mother 
in her forbids him to go further to know her as a female other. Paul retreats into 
his own protective shell and confines Miriam within the roles that he feels 
comfortable with, namely a student of algebra and an admirer of his art. Actually， 
there are moves on Miriam's side to approach Paul the man, but he recedes at 
crucial moments and skillfully imposes all the blame on the excessive "purity" 
(SL 216) of Miriam's being. They cannot help but linger at the level of “lad-
and-girl love,"^^ an association which seems straight-forward but in fact is 
ambivalent enough. 
On the other hand, Schapiro claims that the major reason for Paul's 
rejection of Miriam is their keen alikeness.�* Miriam is not just Gertrude's mirror, 
but also Paul's, in that she is at once the duplicate of the devouring mother as well 
as a projection of Paul's inadequate selfhood. The two are similar in the sense 
that both of them are under strong maternal influence, emotionally restrained and 
having a deep sense of shame. In this way, Miriam compels Paul to see his own 
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defects which he tries so hard to neglect. It is to a great extent true that Paul loves 
Miriam and vice versa, but the nature of such affection is far too complicated and 
obstructed to realize. They are caught in the trap of entangled self-love, other-
love, infantile love and sexual love. Nevertheless, whether Miriam is indeed 
misrepresented or she is a defected person (or both) is not very important. What 
is more crucial is the crystal truth that Paul's impaired manhood marks the failure 
of the Paul-Miriam relationship. Their affinity is doomed from the moment when 
Paul observes and follows the shadow of his mother in Miriam. Being an 
outsider of the Gertrude-Paul-Miriam triangle, Clara is able to see Miriam from a 
relatively unbiased perspective. She tells Paul, “she doesn't want any of your 
soul communion. That's your own imagination. She wants you" (SL 321). 
Towards the closure of the novel, we are told that this is also what Clara wants. 
Both women want the man himself, which is something that Paul is unable to 
offer. 
Paul's eventual attraction to Clara Dawes, who is aloof, proud and most 
importantly, sexually mature, can be seen as his unfailing search for an 
emancipation from the suffocating maternal dominion. She at first appears to be 
Paul's possible release from the mother image, since she possesses distinct 
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attributes of an independent female other, 
She [Clara] had scornful grey eyes, a skin like white honey, and 
a full mouth with a slightly lifted upper lip, that did not know 
whether it was raised in scorn of all men, or out of eagerness to 
be kissed, but which believed the former. She carried her head 
back, as if she had drawn away in contempt, perhaps from men 
also. (SL 223) 
Clara's female identity is so proved that it seems she can endure more brutal 
assertion of the self than Gertrude and Miriam. Without doubt, Clara is a potent 
and desirable other who is able to endure the ruthless assertion of her male 
partner. However, Paul gradually finds himself impotent in front of the female 
丨 power, 
He was Clara's white, heavy arms, her throat, her moving bosom. 
That seemed to be himself... There was no himself. The grey and 
black eyes of Clara, her bosom coming down on him, her arm that 
he held gripped between his hands were all that existed. Then he 
felt himself small and helpless, her towering in her force above 
him. (SL 375, 376) 
His love-making experience with Clara demonstrates that between a dominating 
female and a disintegrative male, which is later echoed in the Ursula-Skrebensky 
relationship in The Rainbow. This marks the desperate failure of the man in 
keeping his sovereign self. From another perspective, this is also a recessive 
desire of the man to return to the mother's womb. Clara eventually evolves into 
the embodiment of Magna Mater towards the end of the novel 一 the possessive 
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and all-powerful woman/mother in the general term. 
In fact, the three women together represent a desperate will of the male 
protagonist 一 to unite with the mother. The gender balance is lost. The feminine 
power appears to overwhelm the novel since the male has no true self. One 
should not, however, overlook Paul's ability to give himself to and merge with 
another different being. In his unison with Clara, Paul seems to have arrived at a 
mystic state that is beyond the conscious selfhood. 
But then Clara was not there for him, only a woman，warm, 
something he loved and almost worshipped, there in the dark. But 
it was not Clara. And she submitted to him. The naked hunger 
and inevitability of his loving her, something strong and blind and 
ruthless in its primitiveness, made the hour almost terrible to her. 
(SL 397) 
This is a very suggestive quote in the sense that one has to submit the self to a 
: greater force without losing it. Paul has failed only because of the terrible lack in 
t, 
his innate self, which is not potent enough to be recognized by the other. His 
i 
destiny is either to be absorbed or become nothingness in being. Moreover, he 
1 has followed his mother from life to death. In the love scenes between Paul and 
Clara when Gertrude is dying, the very fact that Paul submits himself to death 
I frightens Clara so much and eventually drives her back to Baxter, who is at least a 
I I 
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passion. He has paved the way for the successive Lawrencian males towards the 
harmonic balance. This is one of the principal lessons to leam in order to achieve 
the purported state. 
Paul Morel 一 the Release or Derelict 
I shall not write quite in that style any more. It's the end of my 
3聰tbM period. 
(Collected Letters 205) 
Gertrude has borne him, and Paul has not been separated from her. Since 
Gertrude has died, a part of him is dead too. Probably because of the heritage of 
his mother's strong will to live,^ ^ Paul has determined, at the very last moment of 
the novel, not to follow his mother towards death. Instead, he has chosen the 
glimmering world and continues his search in life. 
Psychoanalysts tend to believe that it is important for the male infant to 
build up his self image with the father as the role model. For Paul's case, 
however, it is a bit problematic. Since Paul abhors the father image and has 
completely rejected Morel as the ideal male figure to identify with, he is unable to 
establish the masculine self until the very end of the novel. Although appearing 




Walter Morel. The masculine and brutal Baxter, being the mirror of Walter, is the 
role model for Paul's evolution as an independent young man. In other words, 
Paul must obtain separation from the maternal self and recognition from the 
paternal one in order to acknowledge the other as well as himself. He must cut 
the "navel string” (SL 51) in order to free himself, or he will remain forever the 
infant resting peacefully in the mother's womb. 
Without doubt，Paul is a changed man towards the end of Sons and Lovers. 
Although the man has loved the wrong object, he has experienced how profound 
and fascinating a love relationship can be. Such exposure is crucial to the 
creation of his subsequent characters. Being able to disengage himself from the 
mother figure, Paul has acquired a more refined and distinct selfhood, enabling 
his descendant heroes to explore other possibilities in gender relationships. 
Generally speaking, the characters in Sons and Lovers demonstrate the inability 
to recognize and tolerate differences — the realization of one's own subjective 
presence and acceptance/tolerance of others. As independent subjects, others 
will definitely exhibit conflicts and contradictions with the subjective “me”，but 
this must be endured for the maturation of the psyche. Otherwise, the person will 




with himself, the mother or the father figure. Definitely, Paul has undergone a 
strenuous way to reach the father from the mother in other to regain the 
autonomous and authentic selfhood. 
Because of their tremendous innate differences, Walter and Gertrude in 
fact possess the potential of being the perfect other for their partner. It is a pity 
that they are not granted the intuition and knowledge to relate properly. Such 
disruption of balance unfailingly leads to the eternal strife for power and 
domination between the two sexes. Towards the end of the novel, Lawrence has 
secured a less biased standpoint from the mother to the father, whose vitality of 
life is what one should treasure and endeavour to preserve. Despite their failure, 
the model of the Morel couple will appear frequently in Lawrence's subsequent 
novels, like Brangwen and Lydia in The Rainbow, as well as Mellors and 
Constance in Lady Chatterley ’s Lover. 
In Sons and Lovers, Lawrence has blamed women enough. This is partly 
due to the novelist's entrapment in his own agonies. After the completion of the 
novel, he has achieved some sort of understanding of himself and the other sex. 
Without Sons and Lovers, Lawrence would not have been able to continue his 
creative path in this way. The novel is an important threshold both for the man 
i 
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himself, and for Lawrence the novelist. In his subsequent novels, marriage 
I 
becomes a prime concern for Lawrence — he tries to investigate gender relations 
though various pairing of his characters through different forms of marriages, not 





in . The Rainbow (1915): Experiencing the State of Balance 
At any rate, and whatever happens, I do love, and I am loved. I have 
given and I have taken - and that is eternal. Oh, if only people could 
marry properly; I believe in marriage. 
(Letters 32) 
It may seem strange that Lawrence returns to the idea of marriage after so 
many disappointments and frustrations. As shown in Sons and Lovers, the union 
between Gertrude and Morel is a desperate failure. This in turn hampers the 
children's overall attitude of gender relations, as exemplified by William's death 
as well as Paul's eventual denial of the possibility of union with Miriam towards 
the end of the novel. From this perspective, marriage does not appear to be a 
desirable thing at all. Nevertheless, one cannot just ignore the other side of the 
picture. Marriage, to Lawrence, is not as simple as one might think. 
It is obvious that Lawrence denies ordinary marriage, either the legal or 
passionate union between a man and a woman, which is deemed to be a fatal 
hindrance to individual development and growth because it is both entangling 
and suffocating at the same time. Does not this remind one of the pair in "Odour 
of Chrysanthemums," who are one of the vivid illustrations of the devastating 
aftermath of the legal and passionate marriage bond. It is simply too horrifying 
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that two people who have pledged their lives to each other and proclaimed a 
life-long bondage suddenly discover that they are actually not a bit more than 
strangers. Their children who are supposed to be little angels of the family now 
become the iron proof of their torturing and hostile union. When passion turns 
sour，all the sentiments that originally belong to the so-called love now transmute 
into genuine hatred. Indeed, love and hate are like the two sides of the same coin. 
One cannot therefore deny how destructive ill-feelings can be，especially those 
resulting from denatured love. Elizabeth Bates's realization of the irreparable 
gulf between her and her husband comes too late for her but still has crucial 
implications for Lawrence's peculiar conviction of marriage. Probably just 
because secular love has the tendency to alter and denature, Lawrence attempts to 
find an elevated notion for it. 
For Lawrence, passionate affiliation alone is not love. In Ursula's words, 
“passion is only part of love. And it seems so much because it can't last. That is 
why passion is never happy" (RW 397). In other words, passion is only partial 
but not the whole of the loving experience, and passion alone can never guarantee 
real happiness. Nevertheless, this is not to deny the importance of touch in his 
fictional world, as it is the essential entrance to the mystic state. Lawrence yearns 
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for something beyond mere passion, and he resolutely believes that people should 
be able to acquire something more than the passionate touch. In Lawrence's 
works, touch serves the consistent and persistent function of redemption, 
understanding and revelation of supreme truth. Very often, it works as the 
catalyst of human relations, an aspect which Lawrence values a lot. This applies 
not only to a relationship involving a man and a woman, but also to two men (like 
Paul and Baxter in Sons and Lovers, Birkin and Gerald in Women in Love, as well 
as Maurice and Bertie in "The Blind Maif ' i , or two women (like Ursula and 
Winifred in The Rainbow), The Lawrencian touch does not only mean to stroke a 
person physically, but also to penetrate into another's deepest mental and 
psychical regime through the honest act itself. 
Cordiality in Differences 
I don't so much care about what the woman feels - in the ordinary 
usage of the word. That presumes an ego to feel with. I only care about 
what the woman is - what she IS ... my theme is carbon. 
(Letters 74, 75) 
Lawrence has an especially fascinating depiction of the regenerating 
experience resulting from the proper marriage between a man and a woman in 
The Rainbow. Among the three generations of lovers in the novel, Tom and 
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Lydia Brangwen should be deemed as the most successful pair. Leo J. Dorbad 
even considers their marriage as "one of the few sexually balanced unions in 
Lawrence's canon" (61). To a certain extent the replicas of Walter and Gertrude 
Morel, Tom and Lydia are also two utterly alienated beings. For instance, Lydia 
is married and widowed, Polish, abstract，and agonized; while Brangwen is 
English，warm-hearted, sensual, rustic, and clumsy. Similarly, the sheer contrast 
of beings constitutes initially the enchanting mutual attraction, and eventually 
evolves into the revitalizing force for both of them. 
The transforming experience is vividly presented in the novel. For 
Brangwen, "things had all been stark, unreal, barren, mere nullities before" (RW 
25). When Lydia is accepting Brangwen's marriage proposal, she is "looking at 
him with wide, candid, newly-opened eyes, opened now with supreme truth" 
(RW 38). Both are revealed to new knowledge like rebirth, in which the truth lies 
with one's acknowledgement of the other. Their intact lives have died, and a 
fluid one is revived. 
The dawn blazed in them, their new life came to pass, it was 
beyond all conceiving good, it was so good, that it was almost like 
a passing-away, a trespass. (RW 39) 
It is an experience beyond limitations, which is at once like life and death, and the 
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co-existence of wholeness and separateness is possible. There is a similar saying 
in Taoism that “be aware of your masculine nature; but by keeping the feminine 
way, you shall be to the world like a canyon, where the Virtue eternal abides, and 
go back to become as a child (知其雄，守其雌。爲天下豁；爲天下豁，常德 
不離，復於嬰兒。）” (Tao-te Ching 28, translation quoted in Blankey 56), 
which brings forth the art and generative impact of true apprehension between the 
sexes. One needs to acquire a genuine understanding of himself (referring to the 
equivalent masculine and feminine qualities both within oneself as well as the 
other) and then to achieve the state of emptiness in order to put the Taoist Way 
into practice. When one is able to cast off his preoccupations with the mundane 
world，he will have access to the fundamental essence of life by following the 
Way - Tao in practical terms. It is explicit that male and female belong to the two 
indispensable forces of yin and yang, hinting further that they actually have the 
same origin. As represented by the Tai Chi emblem, the reciprocal curved lines 
are the place where the two forces ofyin-yang touch each other, suggesting both 
mutual communion as well as non-intermingleness. It is containing and 
exclusive at the same time. The resultant love is therefore one of resilience, 
comfort, security and most importantly, eternity. 
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And always the light of the transfiguration burned on in their 
hearts. He went his way, as before, and she went her way, to the 
rest of the world there seemed no change. But to the two of them, 
there was the perpetual wonder of the transfiguration. (RW 88) 
One is also reminded that the parties involved are, at the same time, able to 
contain their separate identities as living individuals on earth. In addition，it is 
later disclosed that another indispensable quality of such a balancing relationship 
is impersonality. This idea will be further elaborated in the discussion of the 
subsequent novel. Women in Love. 
Accordingly, preoccupation with oneself, i.e. the ego, is the greatest 
hindrance to genuine human contact. However paradoxical it is, one has to 
acquire the self first, as illustrated in Sons and Lovers, before one can actually 
abandon it. Tom's and Lydia's abilities to involve themselves “in the same 
oblivion, the fecund darkness" (RW 39) imply that they are able to pledge their 
trust to each other, release their egos so as to transcend from their own boundary 
towards the alien other. This means that one can never explore the treasure in the 
mystical regime until he can let go first. Nevertheless, this is not an easy task to 
achieve and it is not sustaining, in a sense. In Leo Dorbad's words, the people 
involved are "awakened as if by lightning, both individuals respond to each 
other's needs, each one temporarily satisfying in the other what has remained 
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unfulfilled, restive, vacant for so long" (64). The word "temporarily" is crucially 
suggestive since it helps to explain the iron fact that one is utterly erroneous to 
think he has secured the whole world if he is able to reach the mystic state once 
and for once only. Besides, the letting go of one's ego requires a great deal of 
trust in the other, since there is a danger of losing the self without finding its 
equivalent. One has to forget the self before he or she can find the real self that is 
both inside and outside the being, as well as simultaneously all-reachable and 
all-approachable. This means that one has to pay a comparatively high price on 
the self in order to achieve the mystic state of balance. Nevertheless, when one is 
able to understand fully the meaning of Tao, that "all things in the world are bom 
of being; being is bom of non-being (天下萬物生於有，有生於無 ° )” (Tao-te 
Ching 40, translation quoted in Cleaiy 14), he will not hesitate to initiate the 
transcending step for there is simply no difference between “to be or not to be/^" 
Whether it is worthwhile or not, depends a lot on one's discretion and value 
judgement. For Lawrence, the answer is doubtlessly positive. 
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The Two Extremes of Failure 
In his soul, he was desolate as a child, he was so helpless. Like a child 
on its mother, he depended on her for his living. 
(RW 179) 
One should note that the engulfing mother image represented by Gertrude 
in Sons and Lovers is in a sense illusory since it is the result of the act of self-
salvation and self-preservation on the sons' behalf. When one views the woman 
with an objective eye, it is not difficult to discover the fragile woman with a 
shrunken subjectivity beneath the devouring veil. If she is a truly fulfilled and 
self-contained woman, why does she still need to fight so hard with Miriam for 
Paul's affection? This is in fact a desperate sign of the woman for recognition and 
acknowledgement. In The Rainbow, nevertheless, there are cases in which the 
female truly outplays the male; or the parties involved are just like two trains 
lacking the means of communication, travelling on their separate routes heading 
for divergent destinations. All these complications and discordances should be 
attributed to a disrupted gender balance. 
Initially, Anna and Will Brangwen of the second generation happen to get 
along quite well with each other. One simply cannot foresee the tremendous 
hostility lurking beneath the cordial surface. Anna at the later stage demonstrates 
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the ample pour of maternity, 
She seemed to be in the storm of fecund life, every moment was 
full and busy with productiveness to her. She felt like the earth, 
the mother of everything ... She loved to be the source of 
children. (RW 197,198) 
She becomes the epitome of the Magna Mater - the supreme nurturer of all men. 
In a sense，offspring can be deemed as an extension of the maternal self 
Probably, Anna unknowingly tries to overwhelm her husband with her power by 
giving birth to children, a heavenly gift granted solely to the woman but not the 
man. It is tragic that the spiritual bond is no longer present, only the passionate 
and physical one remains. The battle between them, once started, is not going to 
cease until either of the participants is eliminated. She therefore continues to 
perform the job of the fosterer to the extent of a craze, while Will indulges 
himself in opposing religious worship. In fact, both are just different means to 
escape from the failing marriage between them. This is in turn a strife between 
the body and the mind，which Lawrence will feel so sorry to see. In Lawrence's 
last novel, it is overtly expressed that the two must be unified for the preservation 
of a sustaining relationship. Gradually they remain as husband and wife legally, 
but strangers in practice, leading their own separate lives, but at the same time, 
being trapped by the marriage bond instituted by themselves. 
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The third generation is another couple of helpless failure. Ursula 
Brangwen is a woman who will not hesitate to assert "her indomitable gorgeous 
female self, (RW 291). Unluckily，Anton Skrebensky proves to be sterile and 
ashy, "Skrebensky, somehow, had created a deadness round her [Ursula], a 
sterility, as if the world were ashes” (RW 303). According to Dorbad, Ursula's 
"individuality and assertiveness hamper any true relatedness between them 
[Ursula and Skrebensky]" (82). Apparently, the quote seems to put the blame 
solely on the over-domineering woman. In fact，it just helps to illustrate the 
concept of relativity. Ursula, being the opulent female, should be related to a 
male either of equivalent grandeur or one who is capable of appreciating her 
innate beauty. Therefore, the annihilation of the feeble man becomes the only 
predictable consequence. The fatal flaw in many of Lawrence's couples is the 
deficient subjectivity of either the male or female, or both. For the case of Ursula 
and Skrebensky, the male is too fragile, while the female is too overwhelming. 
"She [Ursula] gave her breast to the moon, her belly to the flashing, heaving 
water. He [Skrebensky] stood behind encompassed, a shadow ever dissolving" 
(RW 462). Deplorable enough, Skrebensky does not prove to be the potent male 




destroys the male in him. Skrebensky's inability to transcend his own boundary 
makes him the prey for Ursula. She has used him for her own fulfillment, "her 
heart and her soul were shut away fast down below, hidden. She was free of them. 
She was to have her satisfaction" (RW 428). Similar to her mother's destiny, 
such passionate clutch on a man is not fated to last anyway. In a sense, she is just 
like a train out of track, exceeding not only her own boundary, but also violating 
that of other's. They fail to achieve the rainbow's balance like Tom and Lydia 
Brangwen. 
Nevertheless, neither the woman nor the man should be blamed for the 
failure as it is a question of comparative relatedness, that a person's potency is 
not to be measured in absolute terms. It is only when the female power is 
imcontained that it becomes devastating and terrifying to the man. It is clear that 
Ursula happens to be too cogent for Skrebensky, but this does not apply generally 
to any man she encounters. One should note that Birkin and she happen to be two 
destined halves that fit into perfect oneness. 
Balance in Tension, Tension in Balance 
The blood of man and the blood of woman are two eternally different 
streams, that can never be mingled ... But therefore they are the two 
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rivers that encircle the whole of life, and in marriage the circle is 
complete, and in sex the two rivers touch and renew one another, 
without ever commingling or confusing. 
(PLCL 349) 
It is generally understood that tension is the condition when feelings are 
tense or relations between people, groups, etc. are tight, which often leads to 
mental, emotional or nervous strain. Nonetheless, Lawrence has a peculiar 
perception of the idea of tension. One of the noteworthy implications of The 
Rainbow is that tension resulting from the existence of contrastive beings is 
present between every couple, and this element is irreplaceable for the perpetual 
maintenance of the mystic balance, for it helps to sustain the dynamics and 
cohesion of the relation. As the subject unavoidably collides with other 
subjective selves, this in turn reinforces and consolidates the existence of the 
distinctive self. The union between Tom and Lydia Brangwen is a successful 
case, but one can still find traces of the irresolvable tension between them. In 
I other words, the presence of tension is essential and beneficial, and the 
maintenance of it between the two utterly different selves is as important as the 
preservation of gender balance in the Lawrencian framework. Nevertheless, one 
is also reminded that the considerable cost one has to pay on the self for the 
J. 
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attainment of such balance is not negligible. 
It is significant to note that even after the transcending experience, their 
individual compositions have not changed. They still have to admit the 
alienating differences between them as well as the "foreign existence" (RW 27) 
of one another, and that their relationship does not bring them an inch closer to 
each other, 
They are such strangers, they must for ever be such strangers, that 
his passion was a clanging torment to him. Such intimacy of 
embrace, and such utter foreignness of contact! It was unbearable. 
He could not bear to be near her, and know the utter foreignness 
between them, know how entirely they were strangers to each 
other. (RW42) 
The fact is that she has known him as a Man, and he has acknowledged her as a 
Woman. As Lydia Brangwen (Lensky), she is still preoccupied with her own 
agonies which Tom is unable to share. Of course, this is also the same case in 
reverse. Both of them have to leam this by heart and eventually realize the 
acquired knowledge in practice so as to maintain the cordial state of existence 
between them. One should note that the Lawrencian balance requires the 
I sprightly participation but not submission of both parties, and they have to 
achieve revelation through proper relationship, more specifically, through 
marriage. 
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She was beyond him, the unattainable. But he let go his hold on 
himself, he relinquished himself, and knew the subterranean force 
of his desire to come to her, to be with her, to mingle with her, 
losing himself to find her, to find himself in her ... It was the entry 
into another circle of existence, it was the baptism to another life, 
it was the complete confirmation ... Everything was lost, and 
everything was found. The new world was discovered. It 
remained only to be explored. (RW 87) 
Lawrence believes it is through such mystic marriage that people can be really 
together heading towards eternity. This implies that one will be infinitely paid 
back once he is willing and able to give up comparatively just a little. 
For the other two couples in the next generations, the women have been 
too powerful with regard to their counterparts. Anna's indulgence in productive 
maternity and Ursula's unconfmed freedom pinpoint the necessity of a potent 
counterpart for the successful pursuit of the mystic state. This idea will be further 
illustrated in Women in Love. To tell the truth, Ursula in The Rainbow has been 
too overwhelming in front of the rigid Skrebensky. In the subsequent novel, she 
is contained, since she has found Birkin. They are ready to enter the generative 
world of mystic balance by establishing contact with the exotic other through 
sexual union. 
They threw off their clothes, and he gathered her to him, and 
found her, found the pure lambent reality of her for ever invisible 




nudity where the fingers of silence upon silence, the body of 
mysterious night upon the body of mysterious night, the night 
masculine and feminine, never to be seen with the eye, or known 
with the mind, only known as a palpable revelation of living 
Otherness ... For she was to him what he was to her, the 
immemorial magnificence of mystic, palpable, real otherness. 
(WIL 365) 
Ursula and Birkin are another pair who are able to secure a glimpse of the 
mysterious land. Ursula may appear to be less defiant and more submissive to 
Birkin towards the end of the novel. From my perspective, this is only due to the 
deepened understanding between the two individuals. Since the two stars have 
recognized the particular orbit of each other, it is definitely reasonable that 
conflicts are therefore minimized. 
However, it should be clarified that being a woman with a self-governing 
free will, Ursula still possesses the right to disagreement and assertion, as 
illustrated by the closing dialogue between Birkin and her. Being able to secure 
simultaneous independence and dependence on the other is Lawrence's perpetual 
concern. Schapiro admits that tension is the result of the subject's realization of 
the presence of the other subjects and his irremovable connections, associations 
and even conflicts with them (7). Therefore, the maintenance of such tension is 
one of the major concerns in Lawrence's theory of gender balance, as essential 
j 
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pressure can only be recognized but not eliminated. “Trembling” is the clever 
adjective used by the novelist himself to describe the balance: ^ ^ 
And morality is that delicate, for ever trembling and changing 
balance between me and my circumambient universe, which 
precedes and accompanies a true relatedness. (SLC 109) 
Lawrence's observation pinpoints the essential tension that exists between the 
two divergent selves. The novelist longs for “a pure relationship" (SLC 109) 
between people, and what he regards as "pure" actually suggests the idea of 
“balance.” It is such persisting pressure between the two equally potent forces 
that upholds the status of gender equilibrium. As depicted again by the Tai Chi 
symbol, the two halves together form the perfect whole, and the circular 
circumference wu chi indicates perfect harmony and timelessness in oneness. 
The fact that the novel ends with an inconclusive debate also reminds one 
of the proposition that there must be essential tension in every gender balanced 
relation and the couple needs to follow the ebbs and flows of the rhythm in order 
to uphold the equilibrium between them. Since the participants of the relation are 
all regarded as subjects, tension is therefore inescapable. Should there be no 
interpersonal contact, there would be no tension among the selves and one would 
not need to be coerced; but at the same time, people will be confined, lost and 
I:. 
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alone, as the communication link is not allowed to establish. In this sense, one 
has to leam to be free so as to emancipate oneself from the rigid boundary of 
being. The balance is difficult to gain, while easy to lose. 
Preparation for the Sequel 
To love, you have to leam to understand the other, more than she 
understands herself, and to submit to her understanding of you. It is … 
difficult and painful, but it is the only thing which endures. 
(Letters 77) 
Despite her failure in The Rainbow, Ursula is still hopeful as indicated by 
the ending of the novel. She remains as the child blessed by the rainbow - a 
symbol of gender balance introduced in the first generation, since she is the 
potential potent other who possesses the intuition to infinite oneness as well as 
the essential qualities to enter the mystic world of gender balance. She is going to 
fulfil her grandmother's blessing soon. 
Yes, some man will love you, child, because it's your nature. 
And I hope it will be somebody who will love you for what you 
are, and not what he wants of you. But we have a right to what 
we want. (RW 249) 
As a woman who understands the intricate balancing relationship between the 
sexes，Lydia points out that a true woman is entitled to a certain claim, that she 
will eventually encounter her genuine partner in life. Therefore, there is a 
li -
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necessity for The Rainbow to continue. Ursula in this novel appears to be too 
overwhelming as there is no potent male to counter her opulent feminine self. 
She is therefore allowed to continue her journey of searching for a potent partner 
in Women in Love. 
In the subsequent novel, Ursula is able to find Rupert Birkin, who acts as 
her potential counterpart as well as the essential educator/preacher. Following 
this argument, Ursula in The Rainbow is "uneducated" as there is no one to 
redeem her. Comparatively speaking, she is too free and ample that she destroys 
any weak self (it happens to be Skrebensky in this case) who approaches her. In 
Women in Love, Ursula will be enlightened and her gorgeous female self properly 
contained. She is then prepared to enter the mystic world with a man of unusual 
exuberance. 
In brief, the first generation can be regarded as a remarkable success, 
being able to undergo the sheer experience of the transcendence of individual 
selves. Although the second and the third generations are desperate failures, they 
help to serve as counter-examples illustrating the fact that such balance is 
definitely not easy to actualize. In a sense, Ursula acts as the bridge linking The 
Rainbow and Women in Love, for her journey is not yet completed. Later, in 
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Women in Love, Lawrence will continue to articulate metaphorically the 
condition of true togetherness and singleness, which is the perpetual co-existence 
as well as expulsion of the two gendered selves. Finally, he will try to 
demonstrate the way to achieve such mystic state through his unique conviction 
of marriage in his last novel. Lady Chatterley ’s Lover. 
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rV. Women in Love (1920): Articulating the Idea of Balance 
My 'women' represent, in an impure and unproud, subservient, 
cringing, bad fashion, I admit - but represent none the less the t h r e ^ l d 
of a new world, or underworld, of knowledge and being ... The old 
world must burst, the underworld must be open and whole, new world. 
(Letters 153) 
If The Rainbow is about the experience of the transcending selves. Women 
in Love, is then a metaphorical articulation of the balance experienced. In this 
novel, Lawrence tries to capture the balance in literal terms. When the novel 
unfolds, although Ursula is bitter about her own destiny as a woman in the 
patriarchal society, the essential flame of life still remains, "Ursula having always 
that strange brightness of an essential flame that is caught, meshed, contravened" 
(WIL 21). It is suppressed but definitely present. Since The Rainbow, Ursula has 
been the potent and vital female subject possessing the capability to transcend — 
"she was no mere Ursula Brangwen. She was Woman, she was the whole of 
Woman in the human order" (RW 428). Accordingly, a person's potency cannot 
be judged by the appearance but something deep within, referring to the spiritual 
pool of oneself. Rupert Birkin, though physically fragile and commonplace at the 
first glance (especially when compared with Gerald Crich, who is elegant and 
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prudent), proves to be the destined male other for Ursula. This is not surprising 
for it conforms with the novelist's emphasis on the inner value of beings, that one 
can be physically strong but spiritually weak (like Skrebensky in The Rainbow) 
or vice versa (like Birkin in Women in Love and Mellors in Lady Chatterley ’s 
Lover). 
Through the work itself, the novelist tries to capture the idea of gender 
balance literally. Lawrence has once pointed out that “thought and action, word 
and deed, are two separate forms of consciousness, two separate lives which we 
lead. We need, very sincerely, to keep a connection ... The two conditions，of 
thought and action, are mutually exclusive. Yet they should be related in 
harmony" (PLCL 332). Accordingly, for contemporary people who are so used 
to the mind, thought comes definitely before action, and so is word before deed. 
This is the reason why Women in Love has to come before Lady Chatterley ’s 
Lover. In the former novel, Lawrence has articulated fully his idea of gender 
balance, which is not realized until the emergence of Lady Chatterley ’s Lover. A 
lot of episodes are therefore devoted to the depiction and explanation of the 
mystic balance, and the employment of stellar imagery is helpful in conducting 
such abstract and mystifying conception. It convincingly projects the essential 
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prerequisites and processes in the acquisition of the dark truth. 
Capturing the Balance in Literal Terms 
I want some new non-personal activity, which is at the same time a 
genuine vital activity. And I want relations which are not purely 
personal, based on purely personal qualities; but relations based upon 
some unanimous accord in truth or belief, and a harmony of purpose, 
rather than of personality. 
(Letters 121) 
As indicated in Sons and Lovers, the first requirement to enter the mystic 
state is that the parties involved have to be two utterly different beings. One may 
discover an unreachable gender gap in terms of physical attributes, abilities and 
personalities which may indicate the inherent variances between men and women; 
while others tend to regard this as the consequence of social construction, for 
people are bound by gender stereotypes — men are entitled to certain attributes 
and women others. This implies that such differences between the two sexes can 
be either real or imagined. Despite the nature and origin of the differences 
between sexes, one cannot, nevertheless, refute the presence of such variances, 
since men and women do differ from each other, either apparently or intrinsically. 
Birkin tries to define the fundamental differences of beings in the following way. 
Spiritually there is pure difference and neither equality nor 
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inequality counts . . .In the spirit, I am as separate as one star is 
from another, as different in quality and quantity. Establish a state 
on that. One man isn't any better than another, not because they 
are equal, but because they are intrinsically other, that there is no 
term of comparison. (WIL 125) 
Accordingly, the ideal pairing of the two sexes is one constructed upon sheer 
differences. It is noticeable that variances neither necessarily imply inequality 
nor suggest equality. Emphasis is put on the distinct existence of beings in which 
there is no common ground for comparison. Considering the Taoist Tai Chi, the 
two forces of yin-yang tend to be equal. However, for the Lawrencian Tai Chi, 
the two halves may not necessarily be of the same size. It depends on the 
composition of the individual being in relation to the other. No matter who is 
occupying a bigger share, he/she is incomplete unless he/she acknowledges and 
appreciates the compatibility of the counterpart. It is just like the stars following 
their own orbits without interfering with others and are not disturbed. But still, 
there is a certain coercion which keeps them moving. The pledge based on such 
recognition is eternal, which is "something final and irrevocable" (WIL 171). 
However, such experience does not promise anything beforehand. In other words, 
it is just like gambling - one will either win or lose; but it is at the same time 
better than a bet, since one is destined to win, at the moment when he/she decides 
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to pledge himself/herself entirely to another. It is "a fight to the death ... - o r to 
new life" (WIL 169). 
Lawrence knows too well how dangerous “the merging, the clutching" 
and "the mingling of love" (WIL 232) can be. He dislikes “the horrible fxision of 
two beings" (WIL 353) as well as the perception of marriage as a “social 
arrangement" (WIL 332), which he considers most people are now practicing. 
Birkin once comments on the contemporary notion of love, 
The point about love ...is that we hate the word because we have 
vulgarized it It ought to be proscribed, tabooed from utterance, 
for many years, till we get a new, better idea. (WIL 154) 
He tries to establish a new plane of love - the transformation and in a sense, 
elevation, of the romantic notion of love to something mystic and religious. It 
should also be noted that the word “religious” is not used in the ordinary sense, 
for it suggests that his faith in the dark truth is so intense that it becomes his 
religion. 
There is a final me which is stark and impersonal and beyond 
responsibility. So there is a final you. And it is there I would 
want to meet you — not in the emotional, loving plane - but there 
beyond, where there is no speech and no terms of agreement. 
There we are two stark, unknown beings, two utterly strange 
creatures, I would want to approach you, and you me. And there 
could be no obligation, because there is no standard for action 
there, because no understanding has been reaped from that plane. 
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It is quite inhuman ... One can only follow the impulse, taking 
that which lies in front, and responsible for nothing, asked for 
nothing, giving nothing, only each taking according to the primal 
desire. (WIL 172，173) 
Birkin emphasizes the element of impersonality a lot in this novel since he 
believes willful personality is the greatest hindrance to genuine human contact. 
As represented by the character Hermione Roddice, who helplessly suffocates the 
people around by her intense and domineering intellectuality. This makes one 
either being subdued by her obstinate selfhood or for those who are initiated 
enough (like Birkin), evade her sphere of influence. The acquisition of freedom 
from the rigid self and the perceived “standard[s]，，are essential and precious. 
Such resultant pure relation between the sexes is what the novelist regards as the 
ideal gender balance. 
Although Lawrence's fiction is famous or even notorious for its overt 
eroticism, it may be surprising to discover how he presents his aversion of sex in 
his novel. In fact, his perception of contemporary love leads to his 
disappointment and opposition of the physical union between the two sexes. As 
exemplified in one of Birkin's reflections, 
On the whole, he hated sex, it was such a limitation. It was sex 
that turned a man into a broken half of a couple, the woman into 
the other broken half. And he wanted to be single in himself. The 
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woman single in herself. He wanted sex to revert to the level of 
the Other appetites, to be regarded as a functional process, not a 
fulfillment. (WIL 231,232) 
His abhorrence of sex originates from people's helpless indulgence in the act 
without going further. His emphasis is that sex is the bridge to the mystic state of 
existence, which should be viewed cleanly and liberally before it can perform its 
destined function. 
He believed in sex marriage. But beyond this, he wanted a fiuther 
conjunction, where man had being and woman had being, two 
pure beings, each constituting the freedom of the other，balancing 
each other like two poles of one force, like two angels, or two 
demons. (WIL 232) 
This is also one of his major propositions in Lady Chatterley 's Lover, that he tries 
to demonstrate and hence realize true relatedness through “sex marriage" (WIL 
232), which is believed to be the only and essential way to achieve a vivid 
existence. It is through such marriage that the gendered self can be transformed 
into the cosmic one, so as to return to the root of creation by becoming an integral 
part of the elementary universe. 
In fact, Birkin's theory of stellar equilibrium, to a certain extent, suggests 
Lawrence's dream of impersonal relatedness. "Lawrencian eternity, where all 
things are perfect and timeless, may actually be a sexless, indistinct zone” 
(Dorbad 12). In the mystic state of equilibrium, all social arrangements and 
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constitutions are no longer applicable. No love tokens, reaffirmation, oaths of 
any sort are required. It is a kind of promising love in silent comfort, in which the 
parties involved can remain simultaneously as separate individuals while being 
perfectly together at the same time. Acquisition of the organic self and the 
subsequent maintenance of the in(ter)human polarity, which flows and ebbs with 
the fluctuating rhythm of the unknown cosmos, becomes the prime truth of a 
meaningful existence. Stellar imagery not only indicates the inhuman quality of 
the relationship, but is also in accordance with the cosmic rhythm, for stars 
belong to the family of nature creation — "marriage is the clue to human life, but 
there is no marriage apart from the wheeling sun and the nodding earth, from the 
straying of the planets and the magnificence of the fixed stars” (PLCL 348). Both 
the Taoists and Lawrence agree that man has his origin in the universe, and living 
in accordance with (not against) the flowing tides of the forces is therefore the 
purported path to gender equilibrium. 
An additional noteworthy feature of the Lawrencian balance is the 
paradox of male leadership to the mystic state. This is best demonstrated in the 
episode of “Mino，，, in which the male is regarded as the destined leader of the 
other sex. Its validity applies to all living things in general, including not only 
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animals, but also human beings of every kind. “He [Mino] is justified. He is not 
a bully. He is only insisting to the poor stray that she shall acknowledge him as a 
sort of fate, her own fate" (WIL 176). Nevertheless, this actually invites a 
prudent second thought. As indicated in one of his letters, 
I do think a woman must yield some sort of precedence to a man, 
and he must take this precedence. I do think men must go ahead 
absolutely in front of their women ... Consequently the women 
must follow as it were imquestioningly. (Letters 156) 
In order to take, one has to give first. Man, in order to be the leader, he has to take 
the precedence first. Does not this imply that the man has to admit that woman is 
his fate first before the woman will do the same thing? In other words, there is no 
such thing called "leader" since both can be considered as leaders but 
simultaneously neither can take the lead during the entire course. 
In Women in Love, although it is clear that most of the talking is done by 
Birkin the preacher and educator, this is not to suggest that one can simply 
neglect the reflections of Ursula, for the woman is as crucial as the man to the 
mystic state. As an autonomous female subject, Ursula meditates, argues and 
even renounces Birkin，s propositions. As exemplified in the closing scene of the 
same episode, Ursula, after having a serious consideration of Birkin, s proposal, 
finds herself unable to conform to him and instead, she has persuaded him 
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successfully to accept hers, 
‘Say you love me, say “my love" to me,' she [Ursula] pleaded. 
He [Birkin] looked back into her eyes, and saw. His face flickered 
with sardonic comprehension. 
'I love you right enough,' he said grimly. 'But I want it to be 
something else.' 
‘But why? But why?' she insisted, bending her wonderful 
luminous face to him, ‘Why isn't it enough?' 
'Because we can go one better,' he said, putting his arms round her. 
‘No, we can't,' she said, in a strong, voluptuous voice of yielding. 
'We can only love each other. Say “my love" to me, say it，say it.’ 
She put her arms round his neck. He enfolded her, and kissed her 
subtly, murmuring in a subtle voice of love, and irony, and 
submission: 
‘ Yes — my love, yes - my love. Let love be enough then. I love you 
then - 1 love you. Fm bored by the rest ’ 
'Yes,' she murmured, nestling very sweet and close to him. (WIL 
181) 
Birkin, who is supposed to be an individual having such an established belief of 
his own, is being challenged to the utmost extent. Ursula's ardent questioning is 
not only a trial of Birkin，s being, but also hers. In fact, their endeavour to 
question, stimulate, modify and even refute is the forceful justification of the 
lucid presence of other. It is through such yielding-advancing mechanism, or 
interactive drama as one may call it, that the two are able to secure an enhanced 
understanding of the alienating counterpart. They encounter, influence each 
other and eventually come to terms. The initiated woman moves from opposition 
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to agreement of Birkin's supposition; and it is her own revelation that “it was the 
daughters of men coming back to the sons of God, the strange inhuman sons of 
God who are in the beginning” (WIL 358). In fact, the quote does not necessarily 
imply female inferiority and subjugation to male dominance. Instead, it 
reinforces the notion of gender variance. It is just Lawrence's vision of the 
intricate relationship between the sexes, that man, being the active partner for 
centuries, can very often takes the initiation to act first. This idea is echoed by 
one of the Taoists Ho-shang Kung who once comments that "the female refers to 
everything j/m: weak，humble, yielding, what doesn't lead" (quoted in Pine 122). 
Wu Ch'eng helps to reinforce the conception by saying plainly that "the female 
doesn't make the first move. It is always the male who makes the first move" 
(quoted in Pine 123). These brings forth the idea that “to follow but not to lead" 
is what female is and should be like. It is simply its nature that one cannot deny. 
This indicates that the two sexes are indispensable to one another, and it is 
essential that they should search together for the course to harmonious existence. 
In other words, male and female are compatible to one another and the two are 
imperative for the attainment and completion of the equilibrium state. Both 
should be regarded as equally fundamental, since being deprived of either one is 
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unable to make the whole. 
The Paradox of Homosexual Affinity 
I do believe in friendship. I believe tremendously in friendship between 
man and man, a pledging of men to each other inviolably ... Also I 
believe the same way in friendship between men and women, and 
between women and women, sworn, pledged, eternal, as eternal as the 
marriage bond, and as deep. 
(Letters 156) 
Perplexingly enough, there is a question of potential homosexuality in the 
Lawrencian balance, as indicated by the bewildering relationship between Birkin 
and Gerald Crich. It appears that there is an unexplained and elusive appeal 
between the two men. As depicted in one of the ambiguous but seemingly 
indicative wrestling scenes in “Gladiatorial’，， 
And the violent striking of blood in his [Birkin，s] chest was 
sinking quieter, allowing his mind to come back. He realized that 
he was leaning with all his weight on the soft body of the other 
man... He put out his hand to steady himself. It touched the hand 
of Gerald... And Gerald's hand closed warm and sudden over 
Birkin's, they remained exhausted and breathless, the one hand 
clasped closely over the other. (WIL 312, 313) 
At first glance, it is perfectly understandable that one may find such attraction 
between two men precarious to accept, since it simply does not conform to our 
understanding of the association between people of the identical sex. One should 
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not, however, over-emphasize the physical aspect of the relation. Indeed, the 
irrevocable blood connection between the two men (or two women) is what 
Lawrence propagates. In secular terms, it is close to what we called “blood 
brotherhood" - "friendship" in Lawrence's own words, which is considered as 
one of the essential knots of the chain towards gender balance. 
Suddenly he saw himself confronted with another problem — the 
problem of love and eternal conjunction between two men. Of 
course this was necessary — it had been a necessity inside himself 
all his life — to love a man purely and fully. (WIL 239) 
It is not difficult to discover that Lawrence actually has a very different 
comprehension of the meaning of "friendship" as well as the term 
"homosexuality." It may be unfair if one tries to use a contemporary notion to 
interpret the novelist's expression. One may still pay high regard to the 
homosexual tinge between Birkin and Gerald, but this will, to a certain extent, 
hinder one's appreciation of the work itself. Instead, their affection should be 
deemed as a widened definition of love, which is not confined to that between 
men and women. One can call it a kind of "homofriendship," which is as 
essential as the link between a man and a woman. Accordingly, it is Gerald's 
unwillingness to confront his own need that leads to his eventual burial in snow 一 
a powerful symbol of the white industrial mind which is indifferent to his own 
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Utmost yearnings. In other words，Gerald is not suffocated by his discovery of the 
eager yearnings for his friend, but the denial of it. He is responsible for his own 
death since as he is given a free will to make his own choice, and he should 
therefore be responsible for any resultant consequence, whether it is desirable or 
not This means that a person of initiation is granted the basic right to freedom, 
but simultaneously, he is entitled to certain obligations as well. 
Given a similar context, in which both women find themselves attracted 
to the other woman, Ursula and her mistress Winifred Inger in The Rainbow are 
granted an utterly different consequence. 
She loved her mistress. But a heavy, clogged sense of deadness 
began to gather upon her, from the other woman's contact. And 
sometimes she thought Winifred was ugly, clayey. Her female 
hips seemed big and earthy, her ankles and her arms were too 
thick. She wanted some fine intensity, instead of this heavy 
cleaving of moist clay, that cleaves because it has no life of its 
own. (RW 330) 
Their relationship is concluded by one of the titles “Shame.” Being indulgent in a 
homosexual relationship, the woman is unused and the female body therefore 
becomes vulgar and malignant. Ursula, being the intuitive female, is able to 
sense the potential danger of such relationship before long. That is why she 
disentangles herself immediately and contrives a marriage for Winifred. She 
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believes that this is the only salvation for both of them. One explanation for such 
diversity is that they are in fact Lawrence's experiments of the possible relation 
between the same sex. 
It is possible that we have been alienated from each other for so long that 
the idea of blood brother(sister)hood becomes such a strikingly new idea for the 
modem minds. The concept should not be new, only the terminology used has 
changed. It is not difficult to cite any era in history when human relationship of 
all kinds - that between husbands and wives, parents and children, brothers and 
sisters, friends are immovably emphasized in a society, either of oriental or 
western origin. One will find the idea disgusting only if he uses the framed 
denotation of love to interpret the work. 
What Lawrence yearns for is just an eternal bond between two men, 
besides that between a man and a woman. Nevertheless, it remains doubtful 
whether such bondage between two women is necessary, since this is denounced 
by Ursula the woman at the very end of Women in Love, 
'Did you need Gerald?' she asked one evening. 
'Yes,' he said. 
'Aren't I enough for you?' she asked. 
‘No,，，he said. “You are enough for me, as far as a woman is 
concerned. You are all women to me. But I wanted a man 
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friend, as eternal as you and I are eternal.' 
'Why aren't I enough?' she said. 'You are enough for me. I don't 
want anybody else but you. Why isn't it the same with you?' 
‘Having you, I can live all my life without somebody else, any 
other sheer intimacy. But to make it complete, really happy, I 
wanted eternal union with a man too: another kind of love,' 
he said. 
'I don't believe it，，she said. 'It's an obstinacy, a theory, a 
perversity.' 
‘Well,, he said. 
'You can't have two kinds of love. Why should you!' 
‘It seems as if I can't,' he said. ‘Yet I wanted it.， 
‘You can't have it, because it's false, impossible,' she said. 
'I don't believe that,，he answered. (WIL 542) 
It is baffling that the novel ends in controversy between the two characters who 
are supposed to have secured the mystic state of equality. Critics like Gamini 
Slagado have pointed out the characteristic of “radical indeterminacy" in 
Lawrence's novels, particularly in the ending lines of Women in Love, 
Women in Love is not merely a novel that accommodates 
contradictory readings, it positively invites and even compels 
them. It beckons us towards both sorts of reading and frustrates 
both, and it does this on such a scale and with such ‘consistency’ 
that we are justified in calling it the novel's intention. (Quoted in 
Widdowson 137) 
From my perspective, such indeterminacy is equivalent to the essential tension 
present in the state of balance, which is a successful sign of their relation. Since 
men and women are of sheer different compositions, it is therefore possible that 
their innate needs are different; and one must accept it (as Tom Brangwen does in 
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The Rainbow) as an unchangeable element of the relating other. Besides, the 
ability to accommodate various opinions and allow arguments is a suggestive 
indication of a successful balancing relationship, since one does not feel confined 
and restrained at all to realize his/her true self to the fullest extent. 
In brief, Lawrence endeavours to explore various possibilities of relations 
through his works, and by ending the novel with dispute, he leaves the question 
open for further consideration. Such lasting bondage between the same sex is a 
unique thing much elaborated only in the Lawrencian balance but not in the 
Taoist one. This may be due to cultural variations in the acceptance of the matter. 
Of course，one is still free to interpret the Birkin-Gerald relationship as a kind of 
homosexual bondage, but I tend to view as an elevated form of friendship 
proposed by the novelist. Lawrence has added this little but necessary fragment 
to the gender equilibrium in order to provide a all-rounded picture of relational 
life. 
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V. Lady Chatterley�Lover (1929): Towards the Balance 
It's what the world would call very improper. But you know it's not 
really improper - I always labour at the same thing, to make the sex 
relation valid and precious, instead of shameful. And this novel is the 
furthest I've gone. To me it is beautiful and tender and frail as the 
naked self is. 
(Letters 261) 
Without doubt. Lady Chatterley ’s Lover is a full-fledged, and above all, 
Lawrence's most tender novel. It is the continuation of Women in Love in the 
sense that it has made the forward step to put words into practice. The portrayal 
in The Rainbow is detailed but to a certain extent vague, as little is mentioned on 
how to achieve such balancing state - what we have is just a depiction of the state 
itself. Therefore, it is for the last novel to clarify ambiguities, declare and 
reinforce the writer's conviction, demonstrating the validity as well as the 
practicality of his supposition. In other words, The Rainbow and Women in Love 
are about “What,” while Lady Chatterley ’s Lover about “How” 
From my perspective, it is a novel about marriage. To be more specific, it 
is about the core of human vitality — the sexual life in ordinary usage, and the 
phallic marriage in Lawrence's terms. Lawrence believes that a couple can only 




element that is brought about by such union. Nevertheless, the act itself has been 
tabooed, repressed and despised for long. As a result, the pioneer concern for 
Lawrence is first to liberate people's mind in order to free their bodies and spirits. 
Before one announces his condemnation of the work, he should think about the 
intention behind it Lawrence is a frank and honest writer faithful to his own 
feelings as well as a responsible man in his own right. He just wants to share with 
the world through his writings what he regards to be true and really good for the 
human kind. It is therefore perfectly understandable and neccessary that the 
novelist has spent a considerable amount of pages describing the act itself in Lady 
Chatterley ’s Lover. 
Nevertheless, the story does not stop here. Accordingly, sex is not the end, 
but the essential key to the Lawrencian balance. In this last novel, the novelist 
has exploited language to its fullest potential. According to Lydia Blanchard, 
Lawrence has created “the language of sexuality" (quoted in Jackson & Squires 
18) by putting the act into discourse, realizing it fully through proper relation. 
Kate Millett even believes that “Lady Chatterley 's Lover is as close as Lawrence 
could get to a love story" (quoted in Widdowson 77). Lawrence's love story is 





Another Form of Marriage 
The new relationship will be some sort of tenderness, sensitive, 
between men and men and men and women, and not the one up one 
down, lead on I follow, ich dien sort of business ... I feel one still has to 
fight for the phallic reality, as against the non-phallic cerebration 
unrealities ... Tome it's a vital part... this tender and phallic novel, far 
too good for the public. 
(Letters 276) 
As mentioned in Women in Love, Lawrence does not believe in the 
ordinary notion of love. Instead, he has a bizarre vision of it, which is very 
different from ordinary conception of romantic and lingering love. For Lawrence, 
marriage is absolutely necessary but his comprehension of the concept is utterly 
different from ordinary one. Accordingly, revival of the dynamics of human 
sexuality as well as the acquisition of a freed body are the major concerns of 
Lawrence, who regards these as the essential bridge to eternity. Therefore, he 
tries to present his idea of "sex marriage" (WIL 232) fully and frankly in his last 
novel. 
The novel unfolds with the Chatterley couple with an undercurrent of 
restlessness. One cannot, nevertheless, deny the original mutual respect and 
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attachment between the two because they belong to the same type, or better say， 
they "think" they belong to the same type, since both of them as well as the 
people around them are intellectuals, valuing mental life above everything else. 
There is no problem so far as everyone is satisfied with his/her well-being. It is 
when either party becomes uneasy or dissatisfied that the idea of a change is 
initiated. For Constance, it is when the female and motherhood within her begin 
to lurk that leads to her eventual discovery of the urgent need for a change, which 
is not a minor alteration, but a downright evolution of the status quo. 
One should note that Constance Reid and Constance Chatterley can be 
considered as two utterly different individuals. Like Ursula Brangwen in The 
Rainbow and Women in Love, Constance before marriage is a carefree and 
womanly figure who “was a ruddy, country-looking girl with soft brown hair and 
sturdy body, and slow movements, full of unusual energy" (LCL 2). She is the 
potential female other who possesses the inherent richness of being, who should 
be admired and loved by a man who knows how to appreciate and treasure her 
beauty. Like a pearl covered by the straw, she is ignorant of her own beauty, who 





After marriage, Constance has been playing the role of the wife and 
mistress well. Clifford is not a husband without demands on his wife. For 
instance, he does depend a lot on her both physically and psychologically, 
especially after the accident. Apparently, it seems that Clifford's lameness has 
deprived Constance of the chance to become a cherished woman and mother — 
other aspects of female identity. Nevertheless, I tend to speculate that even if 
Clifford is not lamed，he will pay no attention to either Constance the woman or 
the mother of his child. What he cares is just whether Constance is playing the 
role of the Wragby lady and a lovely wife properly, and of course, within his 
sphere of influence. He simply neglects her very need as a woman. 
Although being an established man in the world, deep within Clifford is a 
child's mentality, whose only desire is to suck from the nurturing mother without 
giving anything in return. Marriage with Clifford is not regenerating and 
promising for her at all. Instead, it puts her into the grave and lifelong bondage. 
An aristocratic but inert husband, the responsibility of being the Lady, the sterile 
Wragby, as well as the Tevershall mining communities are all suffocating her 
vital female self, making her “restless”，"disconnected", "mad" (LCL 18), 
"unfinished" and "incomplete" (LCL 72). For her, "the only reality was 
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nothingness, and over it a hypocrisy of words" (LCL 51). The withering of 
Constance's being demonstrates the burning need of a woman to be really 
touched by a man — not only physically, but also spiritually. One should be 
reminded that physical touch is not the end, but the means to eternal relationship. 
This indicates that in order to make the resuscitation of humans possible and 
plausible, a new form of marriage must be introduced, as later demonstrated by 
Constance and Mellors. One should first be touched amorously before he or she 
can enter the mystic state experienced in The Rainbow and hence described in 
Women in Love. In other words, marriage between the two sexes is absolutely 
necessary. The question that follows is — how can people marry properly? 
Word and Action 一 Language and Sexuality 
So there must be an actual revolution, to set free our bodies. For there 
never was a free soul in a chained body. This is a lie. 
(Letters 97) 
The majority of the novel concerns how to actualize and revive marriage 
through doings. There is an unavoidable strife between word and action in Lady 
Chatterley 's Lover, which evolves gradually into the battle between language and 
sexuality. Lydia Blanchard comments that Clifford and his group have simply 
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"destroyed sex by talking about it" (quoted in Jackson & Squires 20). 
Adamowski even aptly describes Clifford and the like as "vampiric" (quoted in 
Jackson & Squires 40) — they just sap the energy out of living beings. Such 
conflict between the two also brings forth the paradox of power and knowledge. 
Correspondingly，activities associated with language, for instance, discussion, 
writing, do not necessarily imply knowledge. To Lawrence, genuine knowledge 
lies with contact, with living. One has acquired power if he is able to influence 
others. So to speak, the greater is the ability to impel, the more stalwart one is. 
Lawrence's support of action instead of plain words is also echoed in his personal 
life, demonstrated in his growing indulgence in art during his late years. 
Because of his acute awareness of his own lameness, Clifford has to 
construct his own identity upon others. For instance, he is morbidly dependent 
on Constance (and later Mrs. Bolton). He relies on the others but simultaneously, 
avoids being really touched, and in Constance's own words, he is "a negation of 
human contact" (LCL 13). Fearful also is his conception that a child is only an 
heir to Wragby and an impersonal "it" (LCL 44) to him. He has no intense sense 
of fatherhood, and even little sense of manhood, since what he has is just the 
indifferent but actively working mind. This idea is echoed in Clifford's 
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extravagance and fluency in speech and writing. He enjoys talking with his wife 
at night as well as holding discussions with his intellectual friends. Nevertheless, 
there is a certain tinge of nothingness in his writing. He talks real life into nullity, 
How she hated words, always coming between her and life: they 
did the ravishing, if anything did: ready-made words and phrases, 
sucking all the life-sap out of living things. (LCL 97) 
Constance is able to see the void in Clifford's being. Failing to achieve an equal 
status with his wife, he allows himself to become the helpless but eager child 
lying between the mother's breast. His wife refuses to be the mother but woman, 
and she is therefore destined to be expelled from his sphere of existence. 
Coincidental enough, Clifford also believes that “the intimacy was 
deeper", and “more personal" (LCL 9) than sex the act itself. He also pledges his 
trust in the eternal marriage tie. In his words, "little by little, living together, two 
people fall into a sort of unison, they vibrate so intricately to one another. That's 
the real secret of marriage, not sex; at least not the simple function of sex" (LCL 
44-45). There is in fact some validity in Clifford's speech about marriage. His 
negligence of sex, however, constitutes the fatal flaw in his philosophy. Probably, 
this is the philosophy that evolved due to his own paralysis. It may be an utterly 
different story if Clifford is not lamed, provided that he has undergone a 
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metamorphosis of the mind. 
Nevertheless, despite his inherent and/or external deficiencies, Clifford is 
destined to be crushed by Mellors the gamekeeper. What Constance wants is not 
mere words like “the cold mind" (LCL 35) of Clifford, nor non-action suggested 
by the “hard, erect passivity" (LCL 28) of Michaelis, but connection with the 
vital and substantial world. As the contrast of the two men, Mellors, who is bad 
at talking, is the silent but potent male of the Lawrencian ideal. Like Urusla, 
Constance must purge the stubborn female willfulness and prejudices out of her 
being before she can be a real woman to Mellors the man. 
The Phoenix - Achieving and Maintaining the Balance 
Give me the democracy of touch, the resurrection of the body! 
(LCL, 78) 
So much an imitation Ursula Brangwen, Constance also possesses the 
essential qualities of a potent other. From Women in Love’ it is revealed that the 
"uneducated" woman needs to be redeemed by a man. She is at first too 
preoccupied with her "queer female mind" (LCL 184) while neglecting her 
original self (as represented by the jovial teenage life with her sister Hilda). 
Being too conscious of her position as the Lady and Mellors' as a servant — her 
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husband's gamekeeper, she cannot yield her female self to him. 
In a world when “men didn't really want a woman" (LCL 59), Oliver 
Mellors proves to be an exception. Before he meets Constance, his manhood is 
tortured and crushed by the cumbersome and assertive Bertha Courts, who 
eventually proves to be a dominant and coarse woman. Mellors, unlike Rupert 
Birkin in Women in Love, does not have much to say. He is not keen on 
conversations, and when he opens his mouth, he speaks the Yorkshire dialect 
instead of ordinary English. In other words, he is primarily involved in action, 
"he [Mellors] was no simple working man, not he: he was acting! acting!” (LCL 
264). Being “a curious, quick, separate fellow" who is "alone, but of himself 
(LCL 47), he eventually proves to be the potent partner for Constance the woman, 
not the Lady, 
It really wasn't personal. She was only really a female to him ... 
And after all, he was kind to the female in her, which no man had 
ever been. Men were very kind to the person she was, but rather 
cruel to the female, despising her or ignoring her altogether. Men 
were awfully kind to Constance Reid or to Lady Chatterley; but 
not to her womb they weren't kind. And he took no notice of 
Constance or of Lady Chatterley; he just softly stroked her loins 
or her breasts. (LCL 129) 
It is then that the dying words like “love, joy, happiness, home, mother, father, 
husband" and above all "sex" (LCL 63), become dynamic and meaningful again. 
-
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Her "dull" and "unripe" (LCL 73) body is revived. She can now touch and is 
being touched. 
The quick of all her plasm was touched, she knew herself touched, 
the consummation was upon her, and she was gone. She was gone, 
she was not, and she was bom: a woman. (LCL 187) 
This nameless woman is going to enter the mystic equilibrium with "the 
unknown man” (LCL 187). They unite themselves through marriage — not a 
social but mystic one. Putting it verbally, it is a marriage between "John 
Thomas” and “Lady Jane，，（LCL 246), in which Constance and Mellors the 
individuals do not count. It is through the “old connecting passion" (LCL 125) 
that life really begins. 
She was her sensual self, naked and unashamed ... That was life! 
That was how oneself really was!…She shared her ultimate 
nakedness with a man, another being. (LCL 268) 
Emphasis is put on the spontaneity of life, like the interchanging mornings and 
nights, which are generative, soothing and promising. 
In fact，the "sex marriage" that Lawrence proposes in Women in Love is 
one of "phallic marriage" — a term he uses in “A Propos." With the leadership of 
Mellors, Constance the woman is able to regain the association with the rhythm 
of life and to a larger extent, the cosmos, as human beings should be an integral 
part of the universe. In this sense, they have established the eternal bond through 
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mystic marriage through the tender touch. "The little forked flame" (LCL 327) 
between Mellors and Constance mentioned in Mellors，last letter in fact has its 
origin in the man himself. It is the "little thin tongue of fire，，that “flickered in his 
loins’，(LCL 93) when he first discovers the woman in Constance. They have 
now found each other, the flame therefore becomes something they have to share. 
It is at the same time an emblem for their love, as it will not die out as long as 
their tender love remains. 
Besides, Mellors also brings forth the paradox of chastity, which is the 
result of honest touch. It is a kind of soothing peace acquired from proper 
relation which is like "fresh water and rain” (LCL 328)， 
Years of honest thoughts of sex, and years of struggling action in 
sex will bring us at last where we want to get, to our real and 
accomplished chastity, our completeness, when our sexual act 
and our sexual thought are in harmony, and the one does not 
interfere with the other. (PLCL 332) 
The man is chaste because he is completed in relation to the woman. Like the 
phoenix, both parties have acquired an unregimented and distinct selfhood which 
is simultaneously warm at heart. The Chinese also have lingering fantasies on the 
mythical fire bird, that “the phoenix, the feng-huang ( M S ) , combines the 
masculine feng with the feminine huang,, (J. Cooper 34). This strenuously 
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stresses the inseparability and mutual interdependence of yin and yang. Real 
togetherness promises genuine chastity, and the proper regulation and 
maintenance of the essential flame of life will become a life-long commitment. 
In this way, the mind is freed in tranquility and the body relinquished in leisure, 
and one is able to accomplish the Taoist state of "spontaneously happy within and 
free from hurry without” (Cleary 22). This is why the novel ends "abruptly" but 
“with a hopeful heart，, (LCL 328). From my perspective, the novel does end at 
the right moment and at the precise place, since Lawrence has already expressed 
what he wants to say. 
So supple are the sentences “so many words, because I can't touch you. If 
I could sleep with my arms around you, the ink will stay in the bottle" (LCL 328). 
Does not this remind one of Birkin in Women in Love, who has so many things to 
say and so many hypotheses to formulate? To a certain extent, Mellors can be 
considered as the mature version of Birkin, who has already acquired the art of 
silent action. Differing from ordinary understanding, Mellors is the most 
authoritative and effectual in serenity, in which he can regain his authentic 
manhood and be his own master. To put a step further, if the relationship between 
a man and a woman is deemed as a game as there are rules to follow and one may 
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either win or lose, Mellors can still be regarded as the "gamekeeper," since he 
indeed keeps the game from ending. Being the possessor of the phallus, he is the 
revealer of paramount truth; and Constance is the redeemed woman who is 
zealous enough to follow. In this way, they become an indispensable "One," as 
visualized by the circular Tai Chi emblem. 
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VI. Conclusion 
For I go to a woman to know myself, and to know her ... Love is，that I 
go to a woman to know myself and knowing myself, to go further, to 
explore in to the unknown, which is the woman, venture in upon the 
coasts of the unknown, and open my discovery to all humanity. 
(Letters 98) 
This essay begins with an investigation of Lawrence's persisting assertion 
of a balancing gender relation. Lawrence, through his creative works, has 
purported the essential connections between loving and living. He unwaveringly 
believes that if one does not know how to love another person properly and 
genuinely, he has not truly lived. From the four selected novels, namely Sons and 
Lovers, The Rainbow, Women in Love and Lady Chatterley ’s Lover, one is able to 
see the gradual development as well as the later reinforcement of his mystic 
belief. A comparison of the Lawrencian balance with the Taoist idea of yin-yang 
regulation is also useful in clarifying ambiguities as well as proving the validity 
of Lawrence's supposition. It is therefore interesting to discover that the 
apparently enigmatic and remote notion can in fact be so pragmatic and true-to-
life. 
The union of Gertrude and Walter Morel in Sons and Lovers introduces 
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one of the cardinal conditions of human relationships — the acquisition of an 
autonomous self and the subsequent acknowledgement of the integral other. 
Despite the invaluable pairing of discrepant beings, the Morels are unable to 
obtain a glance of the mystic. Frankly speaking, there is still a long way to go. 
The failure of the couple is primarily due to their hesitation to go further, for they 
have stopped at the moment of passionate life without further exploring the 
unknown beyond their own selves. They are therefore unknowingly suffocated 
by the boundary set not by others, but by themselves. Very often, they think it is 
the other who makes them suffer. In fact, it is just the reversal of the perceived 
truth. Paul, being the inheritor of contrasting qualities, is able to discover his 
genuine need as a living individual through recurring disappointments, 
frustrations and agonies. The novel ends with Paul's eventual acquisition of a 
free self (despite the fact that it is being torn into pieces with his mother's death), 
as well as his gradual realization of the meaning of woman to him, which is the 
crucial process to real relationship. Paul remains alone and is deprived of a 
female counterpart, indicating that his journey is unfinished, which is to be 
continued by the successive characters. 
The Rainbow displays three pairs of couples with inherent and distinct 
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differences. Tom and Lydia Brangwen vividly demonstrates the meaning of 
alienation and ultimate transcendence. The possession of an intact self and the 
ability of paying allowance to the differences of the other are the major reasons 
for success. One has to note that the balance is forever “trembling,” pinpointing 
the presence of essential tension — a signifier of genuine contact between 
individuals of innate variations. In addition, one instance of success does not 
necessarily guarantee the next. This implies that in order to secure the precious 
linkage between them, the parties involved have to acquire the art of proper 
relation. Lawrence, in his novels (particularly in Women in Love\ tries to share 
his experience and knowledge by literal means/^ 
Women in Love tries to introduce a completely fresh definition of love, 
marriage and sex, which are essential for real relationship according to the 
novelist. Ursula, being the blessed child of “the rainbow," is able to encounter 
her destined partner in life. Rupert Birkin spills out his distrust on the 
contemporary assumption of love, and explores the mystifying arena with Urusla, 
who changes eventually from a doubtful attitude to one of acceptance. They are 
able to acquire a glimpse of the transcendental state through the phallus. The 
novel also helps to clear ambiguities like the potential homosexuality between 
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the same sex. 
Lady Chatterley ’s Lover illustrates how to love genuinely and, above all, 
tenderly. When the story unfolds, both Constance and Mellors are crushed, in 
one sense or another, by marriage. Nevertheless, it is also marriage that 
eventually saves them. Many ideas introduced in the previous novels are either 
echoed or buttressed in the last novel. It is crystal clear that Lawrence does not 
believe in the ordinary notion of marriage, which is both suffocating and 
entangling either in legal or personal aspects. What he gives credence to is a 
phallic one. The result is an eternal linkage deep within, which is affected neither 
by the surroundings nor personal factors. Apparently, it seems that the novel 
remains unfinished, as we are not told whether the lovers can be together or not. 
From my perspective, the novel closes at the right moment since we have been 
already told that they will definitely be together. To put it better, they are actually 
together once the passionate bond between them is established. It is able to erase 
sexual restrictions and establish a phallic reality of physicality with the ultimate 
objective to free the spirit through the emancipation of the body. 
In other words, the quest of a gender balancing relationship is equivalent 
to an evolution of the individual self. There are several stages of the self 
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accordingly, namely the egoistic self, the fluid self and the cosmic self. The first 
of the three is the one that we are already very familiar with, which involves the 
thoughts and actions of the ego — the subjective “I” In my opinion, the 
inter subjective psychoanalytic approach helps to explain Lawrence's characters 
best since the depiction of everyone is so vivid and in-depth that none is 
objectified. Every character is allowed a voice of his/her own and is able to utter 
the deepest desire or protestations within their hearts. This implies that one 
should recognize the difference and uniqueness of individual men and women. In 
this sense, all of them should be regarded as subjects, male and female alike. 
Traditional analysis tends to treat female as the object of male gaze. Of course, 
one cannot consider this approach as erroneous, but it will definitely hamper our 
understanding of the female，or to a certain extent, the male as well. Since the 
perspective is being rigidly framed, it is likely that some crucial elements will 
easily be overlooked. 
The fluid self is one resulted from the transcendence of the egoistic self to 
the relating other. It is the consequence of proper relation between a man and a 
woman. At this stage, such self acquired is still gendered as the cross over has to 
be carried out through the phallus. Nevertheless, since the subjective self and the 
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other is mingled, one is both male and female, subject and other, gendered and 
impersonal. In other words, one is neither of these too. The self is an 
embodiment of paradoxes, as the parties involved are both unified and 
independent at the same time, which is also the sheer experience of the buoyancy 
of individuality and otherness. Lawrence also suggests that for the satisfactory 
completion of the relation, an eternal bond between two men or two women is 
necessary 一 the former is confirmed in Women in Love, while the latter remains as 
a doubt. 
The cosmic self is the ultimate evolution of the fluid self. One major 
characteristic of it is the quality of impersonality and genderlessness. It is at this 
stage that true freedom is acquired, life becomes meaningfiil and the world 
begins to generate. Man becomes an elementary part of the mystical universe. 
All his senses are used to respond solely to the rhythms of the cosmos. It is when 
men and women are fully recognized, polarized and then negated into 
emptiness/oneness, that harmony is promised and the world begins to flourish, in 
which “all differences return to one root. The one root is where there is no 
opposition of yin divAyang. This can be attained only by emptiness, and can be 
preserved only by emptiness" (Cleary 272). This is coincidentally promised in 
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the Lawrencian, as well as by the Taoists teaching of gender equilibrium. 
The western tradition focuses on the individual, while the Chinese one 
tends to acquire a cordial relationship with the nature. Taoism tends to emphasize 
the training of the spiriP and regard the yin-yang forces as equal, while 
Lawrence concentrates on the revival of the body as well as the uniqueness of 
male and female selves. Nevertheless, it is interesting enough to find so many 
similarities between the two, which may imply some truth in the Lawrencian idea 
that there is an instinctive and universal need for humans to search for the proper 
other, western and eastern alike. In other words, they use different means to the 
same state of "true eternity," which is “pure and open, tranquil and dispassionate" 
(Cleary 103). 
Such coincidence may not be a sheer accident. The teaching of Tao may 
seem theoretical while that of Lawrence enigmatic. Nevertheless, I do believe the 
more similarities one can find across cultures, the closer is the truth. There may 
be variances in people's behaviours or conceptions but they demonstrate one 
consistent quest for something，say “love.” Lawrence, Taoists and the like try to 
clear the mist through literate means. For the Taoist equilibrium, we have the 
emblem of tai chi; for the Lawrencian balance, one will not hesitate to choose the 
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phoenix as the symbol of the novelist's perception of the personal rebirth and 
regeneration of men through the flame of life as living beings, which is eternal as 
the phoenix is an immortal bird struggled hard to survive through the fire. The 
balance may sound too abstract to realize at first glance, but it is actually as 
pragmatic as the Tao, which can be practiced and achieved. To put it simply, it is 
about the way we live. Lawrence has offered an alternative of profound existence 
through the intricate depictions of and debates within his works. 
Will it be that people evidently know how powerful sexuality can be, they 
therefore try every means to control and even repress it? There can be thousands 
of reasons to explain this phenomenon. One of those may be that an unanimous 
mass is definitely far easier to manage and control, since when everybody 
becomes unique and autonomous, there will be too many voices to accommodate. 
Doubtless, intellectualism and mechanism do bring forth progression and 
advance. Nevertheless, these should be at the price of the precious human traits. 
It is time to value something more fleshy and authentic, which acts in accordance 
with our impulse. This cannot be false as truth is what we have felt and 
perceived. 
Lawrence is a serious and thoughtful writer who cares about not only his 
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own well-being, but also the entire human race's. His novels illustrate one 
persistent quest of the novelist 一 the painful acquisition of the individual self as 
well as its subsequent relationship with others, referring to either the same or the 
opposite sex. They are about love, and above all, about life. He concerns how 
one can live vividly and substantially without regret. One should not be limited 
to the physical, psychological and physiological boundary of one's own. The 
buoyant self acquired through proper relation promises an expanded, and actually 
limitless, worldly experience. 
Male and female are two halves of the same species. There are various 
disagreement and conflicts but all are attributed to an upset balance. The 
Lawrencian balance is one constructed upon individual differences. As I have 
suggested at the very beginning of the thesis, differences do not necessarily imply 
inequality, nor do they suggest equality, since there is no ground for comparison. 
What one has to frankly acknowledge is just the particular uniqueness of every 
distinct self, but no others. In order to reach the promising state of gender 
balance, one has to undergo intense struggle with the self, others and the universe 
so as to figure out the intricate relation between the ego and the other. Lawrence 
is certain that such effort leads to the revival and regeneration of human vitality. 
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It is when the relation is enlivened that people begin to love each other truly and 
whole-heartedly, and the new world begins to flourish and prosper. 
Will the future be "an age of alliance’，(366-367) as Tavris and Wade has 
speculated? There is no definite answer since no one can predict what the future 
will be like. Whether the two sexes will shift from warring confrontation to 
harmonious equality remains an enigmatic doubt. Nevertheless, Lawrence does 
believe the two sexes may not necessarily be equal. Actually, such supposition 
should not have existed for the two can never be compared as every person is 
distinctive by himself. As there is no common ground for comparison, there is no 
distinction of equality or inequality. What one need to do is simply to 
acknowledge the uniqueness of being, which will lead to cordial relationship 
accordingly. 
It may still seem doubtful whether such mystic state of "love" does exist 
or just illusionary, as such experience is entirely personal, subjective and to a 
certain extent, incidental and even unapproachable (as one has to find a potent 
other as well as being one himself or herself at the same time, which is absolutely 
not an easy assignment). Its validity can never be proved unless one is able to 
experience it personally. There is some validity for the supposition that it is 
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comparatively easier to put it in words than in practice. Nevertheless, Lawrence 
has put the forward step to introduce the possibility of such fascinating state of 
being, which can be deemed as a valuable piece of human experience. Lawrence 




1 "The Longest War" is the partial title of Tavris and Wade's work. 
2. Intersubjective theory derived from Schapiro, 6-19. 
3. In Schapiro's words, "Lawrence diagnosed modem Western society as 
schizoid: our culture's overvaluation of abstract rationality and autonomous 
individuality, he believed, betrayed an emptiness, a hollowness at the core, and a 
tragic incapacity for real relationship”（3, 4). 
4. Ben-Ephraim points out the problem of obscurity in Lawrence's first two 
novels in The Moon，s Dominion, saying that "the narrator never specifically 
defines the difficulties that trouble his protagonists" (84). 
5. Magna Mater is a recurrent issue in Lawrencian novels, pinpointing the kind 
of woman who is domineeringly devouring, making a man feeble and defenseless 
in front of her. "The merging, the clutching, the mingling of love was become 
madly abhorrent to him. But it seemed to him, woman was always so horrible 
and clutching, she had a lust for possession, a greed of self-importance in love. 
She wanted to have, to own, to control, to be dominant. Everything must be 
referred back to her, to Woman, the Great Mother of everything, out of whom 
proceeded everything and to whom everything must finally be rendered up ... 
Man was hers because she had borne him. A Mater Dolorosa, she had borne him. 
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a Magna Mater, she now claimed him again, soul and body，sex, meaning, and all. 
He had a horror of the Magna Mater, she was detestable" (WIL 232). This idea of 
also echoed in one of his letters to Katherine Mansfield dated early Dec., 1918, 
"Beware of it — this mother-incest idea can become an obsession. But it seems to 
me there is this much truth in it: that at certain periods the man has a desire and a 
tendency to return unto the woman, make her his goal and end, find his 
justification in her. In this way he casts himself as it were into her womb, and she, 
the Magna Mater, receives him with gratification" (Letters 156). 
6. Watts describes the concept of "mutual arising,，（相生）as follows, “wood, 
which as fuel gives rise to fire, which creates ash and gives rise to earth, which in 
its mines contains metal, which attracts dew and so gives rise to water, and this in 
turn nourishes 卿 o d , . The parallel the idea of "mutual arising" is "mutual 
conquest"(相勝)，“wood, in the form of a plow, overcomes earth which, by 
damming and constraint, conquers water which, by quenching, overcomes fire 
which, by melting，liquifies metal which, in turn, cuts wood' (33). 
7. This idea coincides with a passage in the novel, "so she talked to her son, 
almost as if she were thinking aloud to him, and he took it in as best he could, by 
sharing her trouble to lighten it. And in the end, she shared almost everything 
with him without knowing" (SL 112). 
8. It is notable that the descriptions of the Morel couples have abundant 
similarities with the Lawrence's parents, “My mother was a clever, ironical 
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delicately moulded woman of good, old burgher descent. She married below her. 
My father was dark, ruddy, with a fine laugh. He is a coal miner. He was one of 
the sanguine temperament, warm and hearty, but unstable: he lacked principle, as 
my mother would have said. He deceived her and lied to her. She despised him — 
he drank" (Letters 6). 
9. Lawrence has a detailed and inspiring description of the flame of life in one of 
his letters, “my great religion is a belief in the blood, the flesh, as being wiser than 
the intellect. We can go wrong in our minds. But what our blood feels and 
believes and says, is always true ... All I want is to answer to my blood, direct, 
without fribbling intervention of mind, or moral，or what-not. I conceive a man's 
body as a kind of flame, like a candle flame, forever upright and yet flowing: and 
the intellect is just the light that is shed on to the things around. And I am not so 
much concerned with the things around — which is really mind - but with the 
mystery of the flame forever flowing ... A flame isn't a flame because it lights up 
two, or twenty objects on a table. It's a flame because it is itself. And we have 
forgotten ourselves ... The real way of living is to answer to one's wants" 
(Letters 46, 47). His immovable of his belief in the flame of life is expressed 
throughout his works. 
10. In D. H. Lawrence and the Paradoxes of Psychic Life, Schapiro refers to one 
of the influential contemporary relational theorist - Donald Wirmicott's concept 
of “object use", which is the formation of an independent psyche from the other. 
In Winnicott's own words, "the infant's ability to experience the other as an 
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independent, separate being in his or her own right; “use” suggests the ability to 
benefit from relationship with a real, external other" (8). Another useful quote is 
"the infant needs to “destroy” the object psychically and the object must survive 
in order for the infant to “use” or discover the real object - an object whose 
existence is independent of and outside the infant's mental control”（33), It is 
noticeable the object does not take the passive role as in former subject-object 
theories, it now occupies the active position with its own independent reality, 
often beyond the one's subjectivity. This further implies that the object in 
Wimiicott's framework should be seen as another subject in Schapiro's 
intersubjective theory. 
11. John Field is a friend of young Gertrude, who would like to be a preacher but 
has chosen business because of family pressure. This makes Gertrude very 
disappointed and says, "if I were a man, nothing would stop me" (SL 16). This 
illustrates the limitations of Gertrude as a woman, further justifying that she can 
only realize herself in man — either the husband or sons. Since the former has 
failed, she has to devote all her efforts in the latter. 
12. Miriam is greatly influenced by her mother. As the only girl in the family, 
she can only refer to the mother as the role model of female subjectivity. It is 
believed that she grows up inheriting most of the qualities of Mrs. Lei vers. “Her 
[Miriam's] great companion was her mother. They were both brown-eyed and 
inclined to be mystical, such women as treasure religion inside them, breathe it in 
their nostrils, and see the whole of life in a mist thereof. So, to Miriam Christ and 
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God made one great figure, which she loved tremblingly and passionately when a 
tremendous sunset burned out the western sky ... That was life to her" (SL 173). 
13. "Lad-and-Girl Love" is the title of Chapter VII of Sons and Lovers. 
14. Schapiro has mentioned in her work that the main obstacle for Paul and 
Miriam's relationship is their over alikeness (37-44). 
15. Gertrude has undergone prolonged suffering before she dies, suggesting an 
unfailing will against life's difficulties. 
16. “The Blind Man" is one of the outstanding Lawrencian short stories 
demonstrating his idea of touch. Maurice and Bertie are supposed to achieve a 
deeper understanding of each other after the powerful penetration of fleshly 
contact. The blind man is able to acquire insight from the sighted man and Bertie 
in turn, has acquired access to the sensual world that Maurice gets so used to. In 
brief，touch enhances interhuman understanding and ultimate acceptance. 
17. The word “trembling” is also incorporated in the title of James C. Cowan's 
work, D. H. Lawrence and the Trembling Balance. University Park: 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1990. 
18. A famous quote by Hamlet, the prince of Denmark. 
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19. "Literate means" indicates language, including its theorizing and suggestive 
power. 
20. Taoists emphasizes a lot on the accomplishment of spirit since they believe it 
is the closest to their idea of emptiness, “the fading away of the Tao is when 
emptiness turns into spirit, spirit turns into energy, and energy turns into form. 
When form is bom, everything is thereby stultified. The functioning of the Tao is 
when form turns into energy, energy turns into spirit, and spirit turns into 
emptiness. When emptiness is clear, everything thereby flows freely ... 
Transformation after transformation goes on unceasingly, following an endless 
cycle” (Cleary 153, 155). 
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Appendix I 一 The Tai Chi Emblem 
⑥ 
The emblem depicts the duality of yin and yang, demonstrating the idea of 
oneness through the regulation of the sexes and the eventual concordance with 
universal rhythms, pinpointing the Chinese philosophy of proper living. 
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